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ABSTRACT

A major problem in the historiography of slavery in Louisiana is

the reliance of too many historians on the early narratives.

Because

they lack scholarly citations and often contain erroneous information,
evaluations of slavery based on these early sources are often inaccur

ate.

By examining four periods of slave unrest in colonial and terri

torial Louisiana — the 1829-1830 conspiracy known as "Samba’s
Revolt," the 1795 conspiracy at Pointe Coupee Parish, the incident of

runaway slaves at Natchitoches in 1804, and the 1811 uprising in St.

Charles Parish — one can determine how errors in fact, once they
enter the history of an event, gain credence with repetition.

And not

only errors in fact, but also errors in interpretation, cloud the

literature of slave unrest.

Because of the complexity of the subject,

it is necessary for the researcher to carefully examine the primary

sources rather than rely on suspect secondary accounts.

primary sources are not always objective.

But even the

Memoirs, letters, and tra

vel accounts, too, may contain mistaken information, either by

accident or design, or may be clouded by personal bias.

A final

problem, and one over which the historian has no control, is the lack
of primary source material left by blacks themselves.

All primary

accounts of slave unrest during this period were written by the white
master class, a fact which complicates the historiography even more.
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INTRODUCTION

As is true of many research projects, this work did not turn out
as it began.

I originally intended to write an overview of slave un

rest in Louisiana — an analytical narrative with some attention to

historiography.

And so I proceeded with my research.

But when it came

time to put pencil to legal pad, I found that my research did not lend

itself to the narrative form.

Nor did the subject itself need another

conventional rehashing of events.

Instead it became obvious that an

historiographical essay was more appropriate.

What I found in my research appalled me.

It was impossible to

piece together an accurate picture of slave unrest in colonial and

territorial Louisiana because no one had yet taken the time or made the
effort to conduct thorough research of the subject in the primary

sources.

Often I found grossly conflicting names, dates, and details

for the same conspiracy.

Where agreement existed, it was frequently

based on unreliable accounts.

Clearly some clarification was necessary.

Because much of the research into early Louisiana history is based
on the narrative texts of the earlier "romantic historians," including

Francois Xavier Martin, Charles Gayarre, and Alcee Fortier, the numerous
errors they created entered the historical literature and perpetuated

themselves as facts.
valueless.

Indeed, they remain the starting point for any student of

Louisiana history.

them.

This is not to imply that these histories are

The serious student, however, should never stop with

Martin, Gayarre, and Fortier provide useful background, an ade

quate chronology, and a basic historical perspective of Louisiana's

past, all of which are invaluable to the serious scholar.
1

But the
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serious scholar must go far beyond these texts.
Because so few historians have done research in more reliable
sources, no accurate picture of slave unrest in Louisiana exists.

Yet

the documents exist, and a few historians have gone directly to them.

The best examples of original research are Jack Holmes, "The Abortive
Slave Revolt at Pointe Coupee, Louisiana, 1795"; Ernest Liljegren,

"Jacobism in Spanish Louisiana, 1792-1795"; and James Dormon, "The
Persistent Spectre:

Slave Rebellion in Territorial Louisiana."

Each

of these articles succeeds because each is based on original, official

documents.

Liljegren and Holmes examined the Spanish archives and

translated documents necessary to their research, and Dormon used
territorial and judicial records.
But save for these few exceptions, the historians I consulted
for this study rarely based their accounts on primary research.

Most

relied heavily on earlier chronicles supplemented by cursory forays
into original documents, and often the few original sources they con
sulted were travelogues and memoirs, neither of which can be relied
on with complete confidence.

Indeed, some of the most often quoted

passages are the least credible.

And so, as I shuffled my index

cards seeking some clarity on the subject, an order emerged:

not the

chronological order of the narrative but the chronological order of

the copyright.

By following various accounts over the centuries, it

became clear where certain unsubstantiated details became historical

facts, misinterpretations of earlier materials entered the histori

ography, dates became confused, and personal prejudices clouded his
torical perspective.

And since, as Professor Robert Heck perennially

stressed in his history of architecture classes -form follows function-
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my thesis took shape accordingly.

divided into three parts:

Thus, each chapter is roughly

a narrative of events as best they can be

determined, an historiographical assessment, and recommendations for
further scholarship.

I did not attempt a summary of every insurrec

tionary report, only of those conspiracies which have attracted the

most attention.
Just as my research fell neatly into an historiographical essay,

so the subject matter found its own pattern.

Each of the chapter

titles — "Rumors," "More Rumors," "Runaways," and "Revolt!" —

refers to one of three basic insurrectionary patterns.

In the first

pattern, rumors, the slave scare appeared to be just that, a rumor

which generated a scare.

No arms were raised and no white blood shed.

Both of the cases presented here followed the same pattern.

White

citizens discovered slave discontent of a potentially dangerous nature.

With the first rumors the white population panicked:

blacks were

observed, some were questioned and tortured, confessions obtained, a

speedy trial ensued, several were convicted and executed.

For good

measure their heads were impaled in public places as examples to
others.

The second pattern involved runaway slaves.

In this case arms

and ammunition were obtained by the escapees, but rarely was white
blood shed.

There was less panic by the white population than in an

uprising conspiracy, but slaveowners, angered at the loss of valuable

chattels, demanded their return.
True uprisings comprise the third pattern, and of these there

were amazingly few.

There was, in fact, only one actual rebellion in

Louisiana in which blacks massed and rose against their masters.

As
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white blood flowed, the rising gained a momentum of its own before

being brutally crushed by state militia with the assistance of United

States Army troops.

The survivors were tried, executed, and their

heads placed on poles.
Because each chapter deals with a different type of slave unrest,

because each is the focus of different primary and secondary sources,

and because each incident occurred at a pivotal point in Louisiana
history, each chapter received different treatment.

Thus the chapter

on Samba's revolt, "Rumors," is relatively long, because the two pri
mary accounts of slave unrest during the French and Indian wars in

Louisiana are so contradictory.

On one hand, M. Dumont, a French

officer stationed in Louisiana, provided scant details of a possible
conspiracy.

Antoine Simone Le Page du Pratz, on the other, gloried

in a verbose recapitulation of an alleged plot headed by an African
named Samba.

Because Dumont's comments are so abridged, it is diffi

cult to ascertain the truth.

With du Pratz the situation is reversed.

There is so much information, some of it so convoluted and contradic

tory, that the truth is obscured.

Unfortunately, historians have

relied either on one or the other narrative, or confused the two.

I

have tried to sort out this confusion by tracing the historiography

from these two memoirs to the present.

Because of the nature of the

confusion and the complexity of du Pratz's descriptions, this chapter

is much longer than the others.
In "More Rumors" I examine the 1795 Pointe Couple conspiracy.

Fortunately, Jack Holmes has written a well-documented article on the
subject, and his "Abortive Slave Revolt at Pointe Coupee, Louisiana,
1795" remains a model for serious scholars of the colonial period.

5

Although some confusion exists regarding this plot, it is nowhere

near as confusing as Samba’s revolt.
"Runaways" deals with the border crisis precipitated by the

Louisiana Purchase.

The Spaniards, ever fearful of American manifest

destiny, continued to disrupt life along the Sabine throughout the

territorial period.

This incident is possibly the least confusing of

those I examine because so little has been written about it.

The

narrative of events, as best I can relate them, is presented here in

truncated form.

As with Samba’s revolt, much original research needs

to be done in this area.

The final chapter, "Revolt!," revolves around the 1811 uprising.
Because it occurred while Louisiana was petitioning Congress for

statehood, it sent particularly ominous chills through the white
society.

James Dormon's article, "The Persistent Spectre:

Slave

Rebellion in Territorial Louisiana," contains the best information on

the subject, yet a thorough documentation is still lacking.

Although

crucial to the complete study of slave revolts in America, little has

been written about this uprising, and based on the bibliographies
found in Dormon and Tommy Young, "The United States Army and the In

stitution of Slavery in Louisiana, 1803-1815," sufficient evidence is

available to piece together a more accurate interpretation of events.
Which brings me to a basic precept about slave unrest in Louisi
ana.

All of the primary sources, travelogues, memoirs, letters, news

papers, official dispatches, and court, state and municipal records
come from the white master class.

Noxrecord of the thoughts, plans,

hopes or fears of black slaves survives.

Denied an education, theirs

was an oral tradition, and until the days of sound recording spoken

6

memories faded with each generation removed.

Because of this,

historians can never present a balanced record of slavery in the

colonial era.

Despite these faults I hope this overview of slave

unrest in colonial and territorial Louisiana will provide a useful
guide to the historiography of the subject.

CHAPTER I

RUMORS

In the 1720s Louisiana was a vast wilderness timbered with

virgin forests, populated by tribes of agrarian Indians.

The only

European settlements were at New Orleans, some thirty leagues upriver

form the Mississippi’s mouth, and at a Natchitoches Indian village on

the Red River just above its juncture with the Mississippi.

Slavery,

already a codified institution in the sparsely populated colony,

flourished as fast as land could be cleared for cultivation.

With

the first large shipment of blacks from Guinea^ came the attendant
threat of rebellion, and it was not long before the first major plot

was uncovered.

At this time New Orleans was a fortified settlement consisting
of a scattering of rude houses, storehouses and barracks.

Outside

the gates lay a few plantations along Bayou St. John and, across the
river at present day Algiers, the king's plantation.

Situated in a

crescent in the river, New Orleans was an island surrounded on three

sides by water and on the fourth by an abysmal and unpenetrable swamp

which for almost two centuries proved lethal to the inhabitants by
providing a breeding ground for the myriads of mosquitos that regu

larly scourged New Orleans with yellow fever.

Although unhealthful,

the site was easily defensible and provided control of this important

^The Code Noir, ordered by Governor Perier in 1724, regulated vir

tually all aspects of
documented account on
Henry P. Dart, comp.,
ana, 1717," Louisiana

slavery in Louisiana. For a thorough and wellthe introduction of slavery to Louisiana see
"The First Cargo of African Slaves for Louisi
Historical Quarterly 14 (April 1931): 163-177.
7
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internal waterway.
The French engaged in lengthy warfare with various local Indian
tribes while trying to colonize Louisiana.

It was during this time,

around 1729 or 1730, that the colony’s first slave conspiracy occurred.

The primary published accounts are contradictory.
known as Dumont’s Memoires,

3

The first narrative,

appeared in Paris in 1753.

Dumont, an

officer in the French army, was stationed in Louisiana for twenty-two
years.

It was followed some five years later by the account of his

friend and colleague, Antoine Simone Le Page du Pratz.

4

Le Page du

Pratz, a concessionaire of the West Indies Company, arrived at Biloxi
in 1718.

Like many New World speculators, he was interested in making

his fame and fortune in the colonies before returning to the continent.

He first settled on a land grant on Bayou St. John which lay south
of the city gates.

A meticulous observer of natural phenomena, Le

Page du Pratz recorded all of the flora and fauna around him.

In this

B. F. French, ed., Historical Collections of Louisiana Embracing
Many Rare and Valuable Documents Relating to the Natural, Civil and
Political History of that State, 5 vols. (New York, 1846-1853), 3:
179-182, quoting Historical Journal of Fr. Pierre Frangois Xavier de
Charlevoix; Ibid., 5:171, 175,182, 182n, quoting History of Louisiana
Translated from the Memoirs of M. Dumont; Dart, "First Cargo," 165.
3
4

French, "Dumont’s Memoirs," 5:1-125.

Antoine Simone Le Page du Pratz, Histoire de la Louisiana, Contenant
le Decouverte de ce vaste Pays; sa Description g£ographique; un Voyage
dans les Terres; 1'Histoire Naturelle; les Moeurs, Coutumes & Religion
des Naturels, avec leurs Origines; duex Voyages dans le Nord du
Nouveau Mexique, dont un jusq*^ la Mer du Sud; orne de deux Cartes
& de 40 Planches en Taille douce, 3 vols. (Paris, 1758). A poorly
edited English translation in two volumes was published in 1763. A
second French edition appeared in 1774.
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he was aided by an Indian slave who suggested that he travel farther

inland, which he did before returning to New Orleans in 1726 to over
see the government lands.$

These two extant accounts differ considerably in both the narra
tive and in the interpretation of events.

Dumont’s succinct report

predicates the incident on the raging animosities between the French

and Indians.

According to Dumont the African slaves, seeing the

possibility of freedom in the confused and paranoid atmosphere sur

rounding the conflict,"formed the design of making away with their
masters and butchering the garrison."

A female slave owned by M.

Brosset, the company surgeon, confessed the plot to her master and

named the instigators.

The perpetrators intended to slay their mas

ters on an assigned night, then "being masters of all the keys, they
would soon have guns, powder, and lead."

With arms and ammunition

there was at least the possibility that they could fulfill their
mission.

But Brosset reported the plot to the Commandant General.

Based on the woman's testimony, several slaves were arrested and

possibly tortured before being broken on the wheel or hanged "as
examples for the rest."^

Believing that the Indians had either in

cited the conspiracy or that the slaves anticipated support from them,
the Commandant General organized a raid by black slaves that destroyed

$For a more favorable approach to Le Page du Pratz see Joseph G.
Tregle, Jr., ed., The History of Louisiana, Translated from the French
of M. Le Page du Pratz (Baton Rouge, 1975). Tregle's is a facsimile
reproduction of the 1774 edition of Le Page du Pratz's Histoire. His
introduction contains information not only on Le Page du Pratz but
also Dumont.
£

French, "Dumont's Memoirs," 5:99-100.
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a Choacha village and sowed even greater animosity among the races.

Le Page du Pratz’s account differs considerably from that of
Dumont.

Bordering on tedium, he gives a detailed account of the

event, going so far as to quote verbatim much of the dialogue.

As the

hero of his own retelling, Le Page du Pratz discovers the culprits,

arrests them, and obtains their confessions.

According to Le Page du Pratz, a female slave returned from the
brick field for her midday meal.

she had angered.

She passed an idle soldier whom

On this day he struck her and she cried out that

"les Francois ne battroient pas encore long-terns les Negres."?

Her

threat overheard, she was arrested and taken before Governor Perier

who imprisoned her.

The Lieutenant Criminel questioned her but was

unable to get any further information.

Instead the woman insisted

that no conspiracy existed, that she had merely spoken in anger.

The news of a possible revolt spread rapidly through the area.
When Le Page du Pratz heard the rumors he went to see Perier who in

formed him that a woman had been arrested but that she denied the
allegations.

To which Le Page du Pratz replied, "Je je suis dans

le sentment qu'un homme dans le vin & une femme dans la colere disent
plutot la verite que dans tout autre terns."

8

He then argued that a

conspiracy was afoot and that of necessity it included several of the
king’s slaves.

Le Page du Pratz presented a plan to the governor and

^Le Page du Pratz, Histoire, 3:305.

"The French would not beat the

Negroes for much longer." Translation for Le Page du Pratz’s Histoire
provided by Camille Johnson Meehan.
’
Q
Ibid. "I am of the feeling that a man in his wine and an angry
woman speak the truth sooner than at any other time."

11

the court by which he would uncover the plot and its perpetrators
and arrest them without incident.
When the night was dark, he slipped out of his quarters and made

his way to the enclosure surrounding the slave "camp."

_
9
"le jeune Negre qui etoit attache au Chirugien."

With him was

Quietly they let

themselves into the gate and crept from cabin to dark cabin.

Finally

they spied one with a glimmer of a light inside, and in the night Le

Page du Pratz stood nearby and listened to the voices within.

To

his surprise one of the speakers was Samba, his "premier Commandeur

& . . . homme de confiance."1°

It appeared that as yet only eight

slaves were involved and that an exact date for the rising had not

With this information Le Page du Pratz and the young slave,

been set.

agreeing on what had transpired, withdrew.

The following day Le Page du Pratz wrote to Governor Perier and
reported his discovery.

He asserted that immediate arrests were

necessary to prevent an escalation of the conspiracy and that he
would keep the governor informed.

Perier responded favorably to the

suggestion:

M. Perier dans sa response me marqua qui’assitot que je conno"itrois les deux autres & que
je jugerois a propos de les faire arreter, il
m’envoyeroit le nombre des Troupes dont je
croirois avoir besain; que je n’avois qu’a

Ibid. , 306,
"the young Negro belonging to the Surgeon." In
Dumont's account, the surgeon was M. Brosset who, according to a
1731 map of New Orleans, resided on Rue Bourbon between Toulouse
and St. Pierre. On the same map, Le Page du Pratz owned a plot on
Rue St. Louis between Chartres and Royal.
^Ibid., 307,

"first commander and . . . confidential clerk."
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lui faire s^avoir quels officlers je voulois
avoir pour cette operation, & qu’il me les
envoyeroit avec ordre de faire ce que je
leur dirois.

Late on the second night, Le Page du Pratz returned to the slave
camp and again found the lit cabin, where this time all of the con

spirators were present.

He heard them agree to wait until the harvest

before putting their plans into action.

Content with this knowledge

Le Page du Pratz prepared for the arrests.

He left word with his

French commander to send out six separate work details on the fol
lowing day, and he placed one of the conspirators in each, forming

elaborate plans for their arrests.

First thing the next morning Le Page du Pratz wrote Perier the

details of the plan he had put into action.

He said that he had' no

need of the crown’s troops or officers but that he would make the

arrests himself without anyone being aware of it.

All he needed was

the assistance of M. de Livaudais, the Captain of the Port, and
four strong soldiers.

Le Page du Pratz then finished his arrangements.

He sent the four soldiers to the door of the prison with explicit

instructions regarding the arrest of the lead conspirator.
sent for the blacksmith who came with irons and paddocks.

He then

Le Page

du Pratz posted him in a small storeroom where, one by one, six of

the conspirators were sent on an errand only to be arrested, clapped
in irons and led away.

^Ibid., 308-309.

By 10:30, according to Le Page du Pratz, the

"M. Perier told me that as soon as I know the two

others and when I felt it appropriate to arrest them, he would send
me the number of troops which I thought I would need. I needed only
to let him know which officers I would like to have for this oper
ation and he would send them to me with orders to do what I would
tell them."
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operation was complete.

"Vous avez envie,

At 11:00 de Livaudais arrived in a panic.

avec moi seulement, d’arreter huit Conjures.
vous?

A quoi nous exposez-

Je seals que nous pouvons compter 1’un sur 1’autre; mais je

crains l’emeute . . . pensez-y, mon ami."
was not concerned.

12

But Le Page du Pratz

He explained that six were already in custody

and assured de Livaudais that none of the slaves knew about the others.
A seventh, he said, was under his control.

Le Page du Pratz insisted

there was nothing to fear, there was no danger.
quired of the captain was the delivery of Samba.

All that was re

He instructed de

Livaudais in his plan and it was put into action.

At 11:45 the two white men approached the river bank where
several slaves, Samba among them, waited for the work boat.

As

Captain of the Port it was de Livaudais's job to inspect all trans

actions along the river.

He would, he announced, accompany the boat
Who, he wanted to know, was in

on an inspection of the work site.

charge?

Le Page du Pratz had arranged that Guez, the seventh con

spirator, would be the commander.

But, argued de Livaudais, he

desired Samba, the first commander.

could not let his right hand man go.

Le Page du Pratz protested.

He

After some debate he acquiesced.

Samba could go.
As de Livaudais stepped into the boat, he announced that he would

take the rudder in order that the skipper row with the other slaves.

But upon taking his seat he remembered, according to Le Page du

Ibid., 311-312. "You wish, with only me, to arrest eight conspira
tors? To what are you exposing us? I know that we can count on each
other, but I fear a riot . . . think of that my friend."

14

Pratz’s scenario, that he had not brought any bread with him.

asked if he could borrow some.

He

But Le Page du Pratz answered that

he had only enough for his own dinner and that the captain would do

better by returning home for some.
De Livaudais and Samba crossed to the end of the Rue de Gouverne-

ment on their way to the captain’s house.
in front of the prison.

This obliged them to pass

De Livaudais walked close to the edifice.

When they passed the door the soldiers, following Le Page du Pratz’s

orders, grabbed Samba and threw him inside.

afternoon the work boat returned.

Around four in the

Guez was fed and put in irons.

After dark Le Page du Pratz ferried the conspirators across the Rue
de Corps-de-Garde where he sent for a detachment.

Eight riflemen,

accompanied by a sergeant carrying a fixed bayonet, arrived and took
them away.

The government, according to the author of the scheme,

was quite pleased with his work.

The following day the blacks were tortured.
each was burned while the inquisition continued.

But not one of
The French were frus

them admitted his guilt nor implicated another.

trated.

Again and again

So Le Page du Pratz took it upon himself to discover all of

the circumstances surrounding the conspiracy.
a very interesting tale indeed.

What he learned was

It seemed that his first commander,

the valued Samba, led not one but two prior revolts.

In the first,

Samba had successfully captured Fort d'Arguin from the French.

Upon

its recapture an enslaved Samba was sent to America as punishment.

But on board the slave ship Annibal he led a plot to overthrow

captain and crew and take command of the vessel.

the

The conspiracy was

discovered and those involved were clapped in irons for the rest of

15

the trip.

Le Page du Pratz wrote up a report of all that he had learned
and took a copy to Perier.
a more opportune time.

This information could not have come at

The Lieutenant Criminel was discouraged.

He

had tortured the prisoners, made them suffer, but they continued to

deny the allegations.

He could not make them confess.

Le Page du Pratz then offered his report.

A pleased

With this knowledge the

Lieutenant Criminel had a good chance of obtaining confessions.

Ac

cording to Le Page du Pratz, the inquisitor looked forward to the
next day.
As before, he lit the wicks and had Samba brought before him.

Threatening him with the flame, the Lieutenant Criminel demanded
that Samba confess.

He then read aloud the incriminating report.

Looking up at Samba he told him, "Tu vois que je seals toute ta vie
o

qui a toujours ete cella d'un feditieux; tu as toujours cherche a
-*
13
faire du mal & a exciter les autres a se revolter."

Who, Samba

wanted to know, told the Lieutenant Criminel all of this?
learned it was his master, Samba cried out, "Ah!

sabai tout."

14

When he

M. le li diable le

Samba then confessed.

Each of the eight men was condemned to be broken alive on the
wheel, and the woman who set the circumstances in motion was hanged.

Tranquillity was restored, and, presumably, Le Page du Pratz’s

standing in the community was enhanced.

Presumably, because his

—

Ibid., 316. "You see that I know all about your life which has
always been that of a mutineer; you have always sought to do harm
and to excite others to revolt.
14

Ibid., 317.

"Ah!

Mr. Devil knew everything."

16

account raises as many question as it purports to answer.
The inherent danger in taking as fact any uncorroborated memoir,
and especially one written by a consummate egotist like Le Page du

Pratz, is that even though the story may be, like a pearl in an
oyster shell, constructed around a grain of truth, unlike a pearl, it

His story contains too many irregularities to

is of little value.

be entirely true.

Certainly the arrest of a slave on charges of

conspiracy, especially in so public a place and overheard by so many,

would not go unnoticed by the slave community.

Even if most of the

slaves did not speak or understand French, her very disappearance

would lead to questions.

And then, if Le Page du Pratz wanted to keep

his investigation from the blacks, why would he take the surgeon’s

slave with him to the camp?

What purpose was served?

If he needed

someone to testify before the court he would have chosen a white man
since slave testimony was disallowed under the Code Noir.^

Another question surrounds Perier’s letter to Le Page du Pratz
giving him command of French officers and troops.

As director of

the crown’s lands, Le Page du Pratz enjoyed a quasi-official position

within the colonial government.

Even so, it seems unlikely that the

military would completely abrogate responsibility for the criminals.

It is possible that Le Page du Pratz would be allowed to investigate
the alleged conspiracy, but it is improbable that he would be given

power to make the arrests in so volatile a situation.

Military com

manders are not known for relinquishing their official powers, especi

ally to upstart civilians where a potential slaughter of their

^Code Noir, Art. 24.
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garrison exists.

Le Page du Pratz’s use of dialogue is also questionable.

After

so many years he was still able to recount verbatim conversations

with Perier and de Livaudais.

And, what is even more amazing, he

was able to reconstruct the Lieutenant Criminel's confrontation with
Samba even though he was not present.

One must also consider the elaborate plot for the arrests of the

slaves.

Would it not be noticed that each of the slaves from the

different details never

returned from his errand to the shed?

And why go to such lengths to arrest Samba?

Why not send him and

Guez to the shed to be arrested like the others?
with Captain de Livaudais are contrived.
with him to get bread from his house?

The machinations

Why would he take Samba
And then, when he returned

to the work boat, if he did, why would Samba, for whom he had argued
to be the commander of the work crew, no longer be with him?

If he

and Samba neither returned, would the other slaves not be alerted

that something was amiss?

And why, under these circumstances, send

Guez with the crew where, his suspicions aroused, he might possibly

sow dissention or instigate trouble?
Adding to the confusion is Le Page du Pratz’s discovery of

Samba’s former radical tendencies.
have been aware of Samba's past?

Would not someone in the colony
If not of the battle for Fort

d’Arguin, surely the colonial officials were aware of the mutiny

attempt on the Annibal.

And, is it not possible that Le Page du

Pratz desired to get rid of Samba because he either feared the pres
ence of a rebel leader or because he had to rely too greatly on

Samba as an intermediary between himself and the other slaves?

18

And finally, what of Le Page du Pratz himself?

Why would he

weave such a tale of intrigue, one in which he figured prominently
as the hero of the fledgling colony?

Perhaps there is some truth to

his story, but it seems unlikely that the events occurred exactly
as he recounted them.

When he published his memoirs, few Frenchmen

had travelled to the colony, and even fewer had returned to their

native land.

Communication between the continent and the colony was

sluggish and generally consisted of official reports.

It would be

difficult, probably impossible, for Le Page du Pratz's exaggerations

to be found out, and he could, therefore, bask in the glory of
heroism without much fear of discovery.

These questions, the lack of evidence to substantiate Le Page
du Pratz’s story, and the differences between Dumont1s Memoire and

Le Page du Pratz, cast a jaundiced light on all subsequent history
of the event and raise a fundamental concern:
Page du Pratz discussing the same event?

are Dumont and Le

In the past, historians

have dealt with these perplexingly different accounts in one of three

ways:

by accepting as fact either Dumont or Le Page du Pratz and

ignoring the other, by presenting both accounts side by side with no
transitional analysis, or, worse yet, by commingling the two either

through confusion or misinterpretation.

By studying the subsequent

historiography it is possible to follow the confusion through two

and a half centuries of muddled scholarship.
Possibly the earliest treatment in a secondary work came a

century after the events in F. X. Martin’s History of Louisiana from
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the Earliest Period (1827).

Like Dumont he attributed the unrest

to the climate fostered by the French and Indian hostilities.

Al

though he follows Dumont, his work appears also to be based on
supplementary materials.

Toward the end of summer in 1732, according to Martin, marooned
slavesI? and Natchez refugees joined the Chickasaws in the vicinity
of the Gulf Coast and attempted to foster discontent and rebellion

among the plantation gangs.

They enjoyed little success except near

New Orleans where the concentration of slaves was substantial.

At

the nightly slave dances word soon spread among the quarters, a plan

was laid, and a date set for the uprising.

But before the affixed

date a female slave belonging to a Dr. Brasset (sic) told her master
of the plot.

In Martin’s version four men and a woman were executed,

the woman by hanging.

The men were broken on the wheel and their

heads stuck on posts at the upper and lower ends of the city, at the
Tchoupitoulas village, and across the river at the king’s plantation.

The next reference to the disturbance occurred in E. Bunner,

History of Louisiana from Its First Discovery and Settlement to the
Present Time in 1841

18

and is also based on Dumont.

Bunner’s quote

Francois-Xavier Martin, The History of Louisiana from the Earliest
Period^ 3d ed. (Gretna, La., 1963), 170-171.
^Maroons were runaway slaves who set up communities in forests and
swamps. They preyed on plantations for supplies and sometimes
received aid from local slave quarters. Some maroon settlements
lasted for several years. This remains an overlooked topic in
Louisiana slave studies.
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E. Bunner, History of Louisiana from Its First Discovery and
Settlement to the Present Time (New York, 1841), 85-94.
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that the conspiracy discovered at New Orleans resulted from the

Natchez uprising, would not bear mentioning were it not the basis
for further scholarly reference.

In 1848 Charles Gayarre began publishing his four volume History
of Louisiana.

19

His account appears to be an amalgamation of both

Dumont and Le Page du Pratz’s.

Gayarre” reported that the uprising

resulted from the Chickasaw’s troubles with the French, and that the

slaves, who were mostly Banbaras, intended to set up a republic with
duly elected officials.

It was their intention, he alleged, to

massacre the whites and enslave all blacks who were not of their

tribe.

The leader of the revolt, Samba, and seven other black males

were broken on the wheel and one woman was hanged.
Charles Dimitry, a popular writer of Louisiana history, pub-

20
lished an article in 1884 in the Magazine of American History,
titled "Zamba’s Plot, A Chapter in the History of New Orleans."

Basically a translation of Le Page du Pratz’s French edition,

Dimitry also relied on Martin for some of the particulars.

This is

one of the most unusual accounts of these events ever written.

Dimitry not only provided new information, he also supplied new dia

logue .
The female slave, in his account, had been told time and again

__

_

Charles Gayarre, History of Louisiana, 5 vols., with a biography
of the author by Grace King and a bibliography by William Beer, 4th
ed. (New Orleans, 1903), 1:170-171. The original series was printed
between 1848 and 1866. The first complete edition appeared in 1866.
20

Charles Dimitry, "Zamba’s Plot, A Chapter in the History of New
Orleans," Magazine of American History, 12 (July-December 1884):
513-518.
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by a member of the garrison to bring him firewood.

to refuse even after he offered to pay for it.

She continued

Finally, exasperated,

he slapped her and she cried out:

He^ soldat! To frappe mouin asteire! Eh bien!
Fran^ais, la-yd” pas bat* neg’e long-temps non!
To tende mouin, n’est-ce-pas? (Hey, soldier!
You strike me now! But you Frenchmen won’t
beat the negroes long — no. You hear me,
don’t you?)21

Dimitry’s use of patois is disconcerting.

He explains that it

can still be heard on the streets of New Orleans which, although true,
does not explain how he came by this bit of dialogue.

In general,

early European narratives are written in the vernacular of the mother

tongue, presenting a formal, if less colorful, rendition of native

and slave speech. Because his is not a scholarly work his poetic
license may be forgiven, but scholarly accounts which are based on

his article cannot be judged in such a friendly light.
An additional problem with Dimitry is his juxtaposing Le Page

du Pratz and Dumont.

At the end of his translation of Le Page du

Pratz, Dimitry recounted Martin's interpretation, then, with no

transition except three asterisks, and, more importantly, no reference

to the author, he added Dumont’s report.

It is possible that this was

the beginning of the trend to confuse the two accounts which has led

to the muddled historiography surrounding them.
In the following year George Washington Cable, The Creoles of

21

Ibid., 513-514.
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Louisiana,

further confused the issue by reorganizing the events so

that Governor Perier ordered the destruction of the Choacha village

even before the slave conspiracy was discovered.

Cable’s account is

unique in that he divided the events into two separate incidents, but
it is still flawed.

The first plot, in 1729, he attributed to incipi

ent black bloodlust precipitated by the pillage of the Chouachas.
The events of the following year he ascribed to the same conspirators
who were incited by Martin's fugitive slaves.

But before they were

able to bring about the rising Le Page du Pratz’s female slave was
struck and in anger let slip the conspiracy.

Eight men and the woman

were executed "she on the gallows and they on the wheel."

23

Cable

then reverted back to Martin on the posting of the heads about town.

Writing in 1916 in the Journal of Negro History, Alice Dunbar-

Nelson

24

presented an account based entirely on Gayarre.

Setting the

events in August of 1730, she, too, alleged that Chickasaws caused

the uprising, and that the Banbara's intended to establish a Banbara

colony, slay the whites and enslave the other blacks.

As before, the

men were broken on the wheel and the woman was hanged.

Another unsubstantiated and erroneous interpretation occurred in
Carter Woodson’s 1928 study, The Negro in Our History.
22

25

Based on a

George Washington Cable, The Creoles of Louisiana (New York,
32-33.

23

1883),

Ibid., 33.

24

Alice Dunbar-Nelson, "People of Color in Louisiana," Journal of
Negro History 1 (October 1916): 361-376.
25

Carter G. Woodson, The Negro in Our History, 5th ed., rev. and enl.
(Washington, 1928), 87.
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variety of earlier unreliable accounts, it is noteworthy only

be

a source for future arguments. Like Cable, Woodson

cause it provide

stated that slaves were used to destroy an Indian village prior to

the uprising, and that eight blacks, including Samba, were executed
for their crimes.
By the mid-twentieth century, interpretations of slave unrest
became the focus of several purportedly comprehensive works.

Two of

the most popular and oft quoted, Slave Insurrections in the United
States, 1800-1860 published in 1939 by J. C. Carroll and Herbert
Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts which appeared in 1943, are
among the most deficient regarding these events.

Carroll, through an

apparent misreading of J. R. Commons, A Documentary History of Ameri-

can Industrial Society,
New Orleans.

26

dated the event at 1718, the founding of

Aptheker, whose work unfortunately retains some semb

lance of credibility among serious scholars, based his mistaken ac
count on two of the briefest and least

credible

secondary sources,

Additionally, he supplied a new, and completely

Bunner and Woodson.

unsubstantiated bit of information stating that the torture consisted
of the "lashing of all involved."

27

Even a 1979 article in Louisiana History is flawed.
nr

'

'

"

Based on

''

J. C. Carroll, Slave Insurrections in the United States, 1800-1860
(Boston, 1939), 44; Herbert Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts
(New York, 1943), 86-87; John Rogers Commons, et al., eds., A Documentary
History of American Industrial Society, 11 vols. (Cleveland, 1911),
1:248.
27

Aptheker, Slave Revolts, 87.
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Thomas Astley,

Dumont, Le Page du Pratz, and Cable, Daniel Usner,

"From African Captivity to American Slavery:

Black Laborers to Colonial Louisiana,"
of information.

29

The Introduction of

presented a confusing gumbo

He drew a little from each of his sources without

attempting to reconcile the differences.

According to Usner, Samba,

a Banbara, led a revolt against the French at Fort d’Arguin, for

which he was condemned to slavery in America.
slaver, he led another, unsuccessful, uprising.

While on board the
Once established in

Louisiana, Samba acted as interpreter before the Superior Council in

cases involving slaves and soon became commander of the company’s

slaves under the directorship of Le Page du Pratz.

In the summer of

1730, Samba attempted a third revolt but was caught when, as in Le

Page du Pratz, the slave woman was struck by the soldier and made
her timely proclamation.

Usner’s account then follows Le Page du

Pratz.

Central to the issue in using any of the early narratives as a
source in a scholarly work is their lack of reference notes.

Unless

the researcher can corroborate the allegations with convincing evi
dence, these histories remain suspect.

At the core of this problem

lie the original documents themselves.

Memoirs, no matter how fas

tidious they seem, must always be treated with a certain amount of
skepticism.

When Le Page du Pratz quotes long dialogues verbatim —

28’
Thomas Astley, A New General Collection of Voyages and Travels,
4 vols. (London, 1745-1747), 2:5-14.
29

Daniel H. Usner, "From African Captivity to American Slavery: The
Introduction of Black Laborers to Colonial Louisiana," Louisiana
History 20 (Winter 1979): 25-48.
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some of which he could not have heard — the reader, if not the
researcher, can forgive his liberty.

The serious scholar, however,

should, indeed must, treat these first person narratives cautiously.

Until the colonial papers pertaining to Louisiana in the French

archives are thoroughly researched for evidence, none of the pre
vailing work on these events can be used with confidence.

It remains

for someone to emulate the research of Professor Jack Holmes re

garding the Pointe Coupee plot of 1795 and to analyze these complex
events before history accurately interprets slave unrest during

Louisiana’s colonial period.

CHAPTER II
MORE RUMORS

After a change in colonial regimes in 1762, a different form of
rebellion came to Louisiana.

To prevent the colony from falling into

English hands, Louis XV of France ceded the Isle of Orleans and all
of Louisiana west of the Mississippi to his cousin, an ally in the

disastrous Seven Years’ War, Carlos III of Spain.

The contents of the

secret Treaty of Fountainbleau were withheld from Louisiana’s inhabi
tants for two years, and it was yet another two years before the first

Spanish governor, Don Antonio de Ulloa, attempted to take possession.
Louisiana francophiles rebelled and the French infrastructure re

mained effective until late 1769 when a Spanish general of Irish
origin, Don Alexandro O'Reilly, subdued the rebels.

As settlements spread across the eastern mountains and into the

fertile southern deltas, Spain became determined to retain as much of

the Old Southwest, Louisiana included, as possible.

With every subtle

shift in the colonial balance of power it was imperative that she

buffer her vast holdings west of the Mississippi.

The river, itself

a navigable internal highway, provided a transportation route from the
Ohio to the Gulf of Mexico and from there to the Atlantic Ocean.
Whoever controlled the mouth of this, the Father of Waters, held the

future to the New World.

To insure that she did, Spain re-acquired

Cuba from the British and consolidated her Carribean holdings.

From

these posts she would control the destiny of the region for a little

longer.
Under Spanish domination, Louisiana continued its rapid growth.
26
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As the slave population grew in proportionally greater numbers than

the European colonists, so the possibility of an uprising and the
ruling class’s fear of one must have risen equally.

The 1745 census

of Pointe Coupee Parish listed 259 whites, 411 blacks and 15 mulattos.

Forty years later the population of the same area was conservatively

estimated at 547 whites and 1603 slaves.

Since many slaveowners

routinely under-reported their holdings, the actual black population
may be closer to double that amount.'*’

While Louisiana formed the western boundary of the slave holding

region, slave scares were common.

As part of the larger revolutionary

spirit gripping the western world, slave conspiracies in Louisiana
were fostered by the successful overthrow of the master class in 1791

Jacqueline Voorhies, trans, and comp., Some Later Eighteenth Century
Louisianians: Census Records of the Colony, 1758-1796 (Lafayette,
La., 1973), 101, 103, 120-123, 163, 188-199, 261, 378. In her intro
duction Voorhies cites Spanish Governor Antonio de Ulloa’s 1766 census
for the colony. It reported 5556 whites and 5940 slaves, viii.
Quoting Jack Holmes, A Guide to Spanish Louisiana, she states that the
1785 census records indicate the population of the colony had doubled
since 1766, ix-x. When compared with the 1785 census figures for
Lower Louisiana, including Arkansas, Illinois, Natchez, Mobile and
Tombigbee, and Pensacola as reported in "Digest of the Laws of Louisi
ana," American State Papers, Mise., 1:362-384, these numbers appear
low. Appendix 2 of the "Digest" shows a total population of 32,062,
while Appendix 3 gives 42,375 including West Florida. Neither figure
is accurate, however, and a memorandum to the census states that the
numbers are "manifestly incorrect the population being underrated,"
382. Bill Barron, ed., Census of Pointe Coupee, Louisiana, 1745 (New
Orleans, 1978), 34. Two contemporary travelogues estimate the popula
tion at 2000 whites and 7000 blacks, a gross exaggeration. Thomas
Hutchins, An Historical Narrative and Topographical Description of
Louisiana and West Florida (Philadelphia, 1784; reprint ed., Gaines
ville, Fla., 1968), with an introduction and index by J. G. Tregle,
Jr.; and Philip Pittman, The Present State of the European Settlements
on the Mississippi (London, 1770; reprint ed., Cleveland, 1906), with
introductory notes and index by Frank H. Hodder, ed.
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on Santo Domingo, which in its turn was influenced by the French

Revolution, which had taken as its example the repudiation of British
colonial rule by the American patriots.

Discontent in Louisiana

peaked in 1795 with an apparently substantial conspiracy at Pointe
Coupee that brought new levels of fear to the white population.
In April of 1795 a military officer from Mississippi reported

that a mass meeting of slaves was to take place on the plantation of

Jacques Vignes and that plans were being made to rise against the
whites.

This rumor was soon corroborated by locals who had stumbled

upon the conspiracy or who had been informed of it by their fearful,

but faithful, slaves.
cluding four whites.

Some sixty-three persons were implicated, in

Although little evidence was uncovered, damning

testimony at the trial led the governor general, Baron de Carondelet,

to sentence between twenty-three and twenty-six blacks to death.
Twenty-two more were sentenced to serve ten years at hard labor, and
another nine received five years.

Two whites, reputed to be the ring

leaders, were meted six years, and another received seven.
both black and white, were banished from the colony.

Others,

Of those

sentenced to death, fifteen were hanged at Pointe Coupee and their
heads left on posts at strategic locations along the levee between
Pointe Coupee and New Orleans.

The rest were executed at New Orleans.'

__
Caroline M. Burson, The Stewardship of Don Esteban Miro, 1782-1792
(New Orleans, 1940), 122; Ernest R. Liljegren, "Jacobism in Spanish
Louisiana, 1792-1797," Louisiana Historical Quarterly 22 (January
1939): 63; Jack Holmes, "The Abortive Slave Revolt at Pointe Coupee,
Louisiana, 1795," Louisiana History 11 (Fall 1970): 343, 345, 358,
351-353, 359-362. On 20 June 1795, the Baron de Carondelet ordered
New Orleans City Steward de Castenedo to pay Antonio Sousa, the city
hangman, 430 pesos for executing the slaves from Pointe Coupee who
had plotted to overthrow their owners, Guillermo Nanez Falcon, comp.
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While

the historiography of the 1795 attempt is less complex

than that of Samba's revolt, it is still confused.

Writing less than

two decades after the events occurred, Francois-Xavier Martin laid

the groundwork for most future accounts.

3

The insurrection began,

according to Martin, on a plantation owned by Julian Poydras and soon
spread throughout Pointe Coupee.

From the available data, it is

difficult to determine exactly where the seeds of revolt sprouted,

but it is known that they extended from Pointe Coupee north to
Natchez.

4

According to Martin, the plan included the massacre of all

white men in the parish, but a disagreement among the instigators

over the date led to its discovery.

Martin compounded his error when

he reported that a battle waged to free the imprisoned perpetrators

left twenty-five slaves dead.

Apparently a plan to do just that was

afoot, but it never progressed past the talking stage before being

found out.

Martin also erroneously stated that another fifty blacks

were tried and found guilty, sixteen of them hanged at Pointe Coupee,

nine others hanged at parish churches along the river to New Orleans,
and the remainder flogged.As is true in the case of Samba’s revolt,
it is unfortunate that most subsequent versions of the Pointe Coupee

conspiracy of 1795 relied heavily on Martin and perpetuated fallacy

and ed., A Catalogue of the Manuscripts and Printed Ephemera (New
Orleans, 1981), 61, from the Rosemonde and Emile Kuntz Collection,
Howard-Tilton Memorial Library, Tulane University.
3

Franjois-Xavier Martin, The History of Louisiana from the Earliest
Period, 3d ed. (Gretna, La., 1963), 266.

4

Holmes, "Abortive Slave Revolt," 352.

^Martin, History of Louisiana, 266.
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as fact.

Charles Gayarre*s account, although taken largely from Martin,

nonetheless contains some new information.^

Following Martin, he

placed the inception of the conspiracy on the Poydras plantation
while Poydras was absent in the United States.

rising, according to Gayarre, was 15 April.

The date set for the

It was the black’s in

tent to slay all whites "with the exception of the adult females, who
were to be spared to gratify the lust of the conspirators."?

In a

lengthy footnote, Herbert Aptheker disparages Gayarre saying this is

"a statement without documentation, and for which. . . no corrobora

tion" exists.

Aptheker then cites what he calls Gayarre's "vicious

anti-Negro prejudice."

Certainly Gayarre’s racial intolerance cannot

be overlooked, however, in a letter written just after the conspiracy
was foiled, John Mills of Bayou

Sara wrote his cousin, "... there

was a conspiration formed ... in a place called Pointe Coupee . . .

to Masicree all the white men and old women and children, and save
the young women and Girls to themselves."

9

Gayarre reported that a

disagreement ensued and one of the leaders sent his wife to the com
mandant warning of the plot.

He also provided the information that

^Charles Gayarr/, History of Louisiana, 4 vols., with a biography
of the author by Grace King and a bibliography by William Beer, 4th
ed. (New Orleans, 1903), 2:354-356.
7Ibid., 355.

g

Herbert Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts (New York, 1943),
117n.
9

John Mills to Gilbert Jackson, 13 June 1795, Mills (John) Letters,
Archives, Hill Memorial Library, Louisiana State University.
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the ringleaders, including three whites, were arrested and jailed.
✓
Again, following Martin, Gayarre reported that a contingent of slaves
attempted a rescue and in the ensuing battle twenty-five were slain.

But his figures on the executions differ from those in Holmes's article.
By his account, thirty-one slaves were flogged and twenty-three hanged
along the banks of the Mississippi all the way to New Orleans.

The

v
, 10
three whites were banished.

Most later narratives are recapitulations of Martin and Gayarre
with no additional details.^

U. B. Phillips's American Negro Slavery

which appeared in 1918, however, exacerbated these early errors.
Phillips uncovered new sources including C. C. Robin's Voyage to

Louisiana, 1803-1803,

12

which says that a dozen blacks were executed

and two whites were "condemned to the mines."

13

Phillips dated the

Pointe Coupee conspiracy at 1796, an unfortunate error since a plot
was uncovered in that year, not at Pointe Coupee, but at Les Allemands

Gayarre, History of Louisiana, 356.

HAlcee Fortier, A History of Louisiana, 4 vols. (New York, 1904),

2:164; A. Phelps, Louisiana, A Record of Expansion, American Common
wealth Series (New York, 1905), 171-172; Alice Dunbar-Nelson, "People
of Color in Louisiana," Journal of Negro History 1 (October 1916):
376; Carter G. Woodson, The Negro in Our History, 5th ed., rev. and
enl. (Washington, 1928), 177; J. C. Carroll, Slave Insurrections in
the United States, 1800-1860 (Boston, 1939), 44; Aptheker, Slave
Revolts, 90, 215-217; Joe Gray Taylor, Negro Slavery in Louisiana
(Baton Rouge, 1963), 211.
12

U. B. Phillips, American Negro Slavery (New York, 1918), 474; C. C.
Robin, Voyage dans 1'Interieur de la Louisiana, 2 vols. (Paris, 1807),
2:244-246.
,

13

Ibid., 246.
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along the German Coast.
perpetuated by others.

Fortunately, Phillips’s errors have not been

14

Another early source, Paul Alliot, translated in James Robert

son
in

Louisiana Under the Rule of France, Spain, and the United States
1911, and first cited in Henry Chambers 1925 multi-volume History

of Louisiana,contradicted all other versions of the plot.

Writing

at the turn of the nineteenth century, Alliot named as instigator of

the plot "an inhabitant of New Orleans, well-known ... in the island
of San Domingo, because of the murders, thefts, and ruin which he had
wrought."

After arriving at Pointe Coupee, this individual "hoped to

overturn everything in order to enrich himself from the spoils of the

cotton plantations."16

But when the plot was discovered, he fled to

safety in the United States.

Although there is no evidence substan

tiating Alliot's claim that the instigator came from Santo Domingo,
it is not inconceivable that one of the whites or even one of the

free blacks involved migrated to Louisiana from the island.Al
though three whites were sentenced to presidio duty and one was

banished, there is no further information regarding them nor any

Baron Joseph X. Pontalba to his wife, 27 March, 28 March, 30 March,
3 May, 10 June 1796. Henri Delvill de Sinclair, trans. Survey of
Federal Archives, WPA of Louisiana (Baton Rouge, 1939). Only Carroll,
Slave Insurrections, follows Phillips and cites the date as 1796.
l^James A. Robertson, trans., Louisiana Under the Rule of Spain,

France, and the United States, 2 vols. (Cleveland, 1911), 1:29-143,
quoting Paul Alliot, "Reflections"; Henry E. Chambers, A History of
Louisiana, 3 vols. (New York, 1925), 1:370-372.
^Alliot, "Reflections," 117.
^Holmes, "Abortive Slave Revolt," 359-362.
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mention of one escaping.

Alliot, it must be noted, insisted that "at the time the insur
rection broke out. . . , the slaves of the philosopher Poidras (sic)
remained quiet."

He alleged that Poydras was denounced and Carondelet

ordered his arrest.

Hidden by his slaves until he could make good his

escape, Poydras fled to the United States "where he has now lived for

some years in peace and quiet."

18

But research done by Jack Holmes

in his 1970 article, "The Abortive Slave Revolt at Pointe Coupee,
Louisiana, 1795," demonstrates conclusively that this was not true.

The records show that at least a dozen of those implicated belonged

to Julian Poydras.

Also, there is no record that Poydras was culpable.

He was known as an exemplary master, although often absent, as his
holdings extended throughout southern Louisiana, and he was deeply
involved in New Orleans politics.

19

The first analytical work on the Pointe Coupee conspiracy, ap
peared in 1939 in Ernest Liljegren, "Jacobism in Spanish Louisiana,

1791-1797."

20

Based on Carondelet’s correspondence, Liljegren alleged

that the plot was a jacobin ploy to overthrow the Spaniards.

In this

study of the revolutionary manifestations in the colony, Liljegren

used the term jacobin to mean anyone who opposed Spanish rule in

Louisiana and who favored the French revolution regardless of
nationality.

His theory may be well-founded.

At the time of the

Alliot, "Reflections," 121.

19

Holmes, "Abortive Slave Revolt," 347. Mary Pugh Russell, "The Life
of Julian Poydras" (M.A. thesis, Louisiana State University, 1940).

20

Liljegren, "Jacobism in Louisiana," 47-97.
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conspiracy, Spanish officials, already feeling the constraints imposed
by an insufficient budget, governing a sprawling colony of unruly

citizens, and fearful of an invasion of East Florida by the French,

could ill afford to send troops for an extended period to put down

a rising on the western border and keep peace until the scare died
down.

21

French settlers chafed under the yoke of Spanish rule and

longed for the return of the colony to France.
Throughout the colonial and territorial periods, and into state
hood, animosities between the French and Spaniards continued strong
along the border, a theme which Jack Holmes emphasizes in his

thoroughly documented study, "The Abortive Slave Revolt at Pointe

Coupee, Louisiana, 1795."

22

Instead of relying on secondary narra

tives and suspect travelogues, he returned to the Spanish archives,

translated the documents pertaining to the conspiracy, and, for the
first time, presented a complete and exact account of the circum

stances, including an accurate chronology of the events, the names of

those involved in the plot, and a record of the proceedings against

them.

Since his narrative formed the basis for the recapitulation of

events presented earlier in this chapter, it will not be recounted
again.

Although mentioned in more than a score of earlier works, until
Holmes's article our knowledge of these events remained mired in

"21

North Carolina Historical Records Survey, Service Division, Work
Progress Administration, "List of the Papeles Procedentes de Cuba
in the Archives in the North Carolina Historical Commission" (Raleigh,
North Carolina, 1942), 46.

22

Holmes, "Abortive Slave Revolt," 341.
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imprecise scholarship and, more importantly, lacked the interpretation
necessary to place these events in their proper historical context.
Holmes's thesis that the conspiracy "reflected various struggles be

tween royalists and jacobins, Spaniards and Frenchmen, and between
blacks and whites"

23

is substantially correct.

the union unrest in the region continued.

Until Texas entered

With the Louisiana Purchase

the border antagonism only escalated and overt hostilities increased.
Holmes's article is not without problems, however.

2'

As long as he

concentrated on the events of 1795 and rested his account on archival

material, Holmes remained convincing.

But when he fell into the same

methodology which marred other scholars' works, he made similar mis
takes.

His abbreviated comments on the events covered in the pre

ceding chapter come directly from Martin, who, as we have seen, cannot

be taken literally.

For his description of Pointe Coupee Parish,

slaveholders’ attitudes, and area census figures, Holmes relied on
travelogues and suspect census figures.

Too brief to be of any use,

his concluding sketches of later slave conspiracies are superfluous.

Despite these minor problems his article stands as a model for serious
students of history.

Only through diligent research, utilizing

original sources where available, can historians present an accurate

picture of the past and thereby enhance our knowledge of ourselves.

23

24

Ibid.

This aspect of the slave unrest is covered in the following chapter,
"Runaways."

CHAPTER III

RUNAWAYS

In the summer of 1804, shortly after the United States had taken
possession of Louisiana, the Spaniards began reinforcing their garri

son at Nacogdoches which was located just across the border from Ft.
St. Jean Baptiste at Natchitoches.

Remote military outposts,

Natchitoches and Nacogdoches were geographically closer to one another
than either was to their respective headquarters.

The exact location

of the Louisiana-Texas border was disputed, Louisiana’s copy of the

suppressed Treaty of Fountainbleau was missing, and along the border

there remained some sentiment that the land belonged to Spain.

The

inhabitants, mostly French and Spanish, were wary of their new govern
ment.

Rumors abounded that a Spanish invasion from the west was

imminent, and that New Orleans was in danger of an attack launched
from Pensacola. 1"

Although no pressing Indian troubles existed,

Captain Edward Turner could not discount their encouragement by Spanish agents.

2

As commandant of the Natchitoches District, he must have

Claiborne to Madison, 9 June 1804, in Dunbar Rowland, ed., The Offi
cial Letterbooks of W. C. C. Claiborne, 1801-1816, 6 vols. (Jackson,
Ms., 1917), 2:197; Madison to Claiborne, 9 April 1804, Ibid., 140-141;
Claiborne to Madison, 20 May 1804, Ibid., 151-152; Claiborne to Madi
son, 25 July 1804, Ibid., 267-269.
2

Shortly after the Royal Decree affair came to a head, Claiborne
faced a possible Indian war caused by Spanish agents, but he was able
to placate the Indians and avoid hostilities. Claiborne registered
a strongly worded reprimand with the Marquis of Casa Calvo. See
Claiborne to Madison, 25 September 1804, Ibid., 341; Turner to Clai
borne, 13 October 1804, Ibid., 385; and Claiborne to Casa Calvo, 31
October 1804, Ibid., 383-384.
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been uneasy.

The slightest incident could precipitate international

hostilties, and one was not long in coming.

It began on 12 July when Turner received an affidavit from John
Paillet stating that, while in Nacagdoches, he had seen an official

document, a Royal Decree authorizing the Spanish commandant to offer
sanctuary to fugitive slaves.

3

As word of the decree spread through

the district, the residents became alarmed.

Turner, in a precarious

situation, was faced with settlers who, for the most part, were un
happy with the new provisional government and the effects of Americani-

zation,

4

who were uncertain of their new country’s ability to defend

them and their property, and who, in true frontier spirit, were quick
to take measures into their own hands.

Also, his information came

from a man whose motives were suspect.

Paillet was a prominent

planter in the Natchitoches district, to which he had first come while

in the service of France.

Later he became an agent of the Spanish

Issac J. Cox, "The Louisiana-Texas Frontier, II," The Southwestern
Historical Quarterly 17 (July 1913): 37; Herbert Aptheker, American
Negro Slave Revolts (New York, 1943), 90; D. W. Parker, Calendar of
Papers in Washington Archives Relating to the Territories of the
United States (to 1873) (Washington, 1911), #7014.
4

The ancient citizens of Louisiana were not overjoyed with their new
status as American citizens and their dismay was heightened by changes
in Louisiana law and custom dictated by Congress, the division of
Louisiana into two territories, and the ban on the importation of
slaves from Africa. See Claiborne to Madison, 10 March 1804, Rowland,
W.C.C., 2:25-26; Claiborne to Madison, 16 March 1804, Ibid., 42-48;
Claiborne to Madison, 3 May 1804, Ibid., 124-126; 191n; Claiborne to
Madison, 1 July 1804, Ibid., 233-234; James Pitot and Edward Living
ston to Claiborne, 1 June 1804, in Clarence E. Carter, ed., The Terri
torial Papers of the United States, 26 vols. (Washington, 1934-1962),
vol. 9, The Territory of Orleans, 1803-1812, 241-242; Claiborne to
Jefferson, 1 July 1804, Ibid., 246-248; John W. Gurley to Postmaster
General, 14 July 1804, Ibid., 262-265; Parker, Calendar of Papers,
#6905, 6914, 6930, and 6933.
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crown,

and now that the Americans were in power it appeared he was

trying to curry their favor.

Governor W. C. C. Claiborne found Turner’s report of the Royal
Decree vexing but not serious.

Spanish authorities feared encroach

ment by the Americans in their insatiable westward migration and
engaged in a long and involved series of intrigues with American fron
tiersmen to separate the western territories from the United States.

As long as the border remained in dispute, intrigues on the part of

the Spanish were time-consuming though not critical.

At any rate, he

expected diplomatic negotiations to clear the matter up shortly.

Even

after hearing that the decree had been read thrice in public, Clai
borne remained calm.

To Turner he wrote, "I am persuaded no hostile

Measures on the part of the Spaniards will be hazarded."$

A far more dangerous situation in the territory seemed to be the

continued importation of slaves from the West Indies, especially
Santo Domingo.

At the beginning of 1804 a ship passing up Bayou

Lafourche caused more than a little concern in Louisiana.
were twelve or thirteen slaves from Santo Domingo.

On board

Because the ship

put frequently into shore, these blacks came in contact with many

whites whom they delighted in terrorizing by boasting of and
threatening cannibalism.

Horrified white citizens became so fearful

that Claiborne was forced to halt importation of blacks and mulattos

from the West Indies, a measure which was largely unsuccessful.

To

^Cox, "Louisiana-Texas," p. 37.
^Turner to Claiborne, 30 July 1804, Carter, Territorial Papers, 271—

274; Claiborne to Turner, 1 August 1804, W.C.C., 2:287.
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stem the tide, Claiborne then proclaimed that "no person shall intro
duce Negroes into Louisiana of any description whatever.All ships
were instructed to drop anchor at Plaquemines to await inspection.

Without permission from Claiborne they were not to continue upriver.
But many passed under the cover of darkness or fog and circumvented

Claiborne’s precaution.
In May the governor wrote to Secretary of State James Madison:

The emigration from the West Indies to Louisiana
continues great; few Vessels arrive from that
quarter but are crowded with passengers, and
among them many Slaves. I am inclined to think
that previous to the first of October thousands
of African Negroes will be imported into this
Province; for the citizens seem impressed with
an opinion, that a great, very great supply of
Slaves is essential to the prosperity of
Louisiana.$

By July the situation was serious.

To appease plantation owners’

insatiable demand for a fresh supply of slave labor, traders rushed
shiploads of slaves from every available port.

West Indian slaves

9

Despite the ban on

and the growing apprehensions of the citizens of

Report from Dr. John Watkins, Claiborne’s confidential agent, 2
February 1804, Ibid., 3-13; Claiborne to Bore, 19 March 1804, Ibid.,
50-51; extract of a letter from Claiborne to Bor£, 8 February 1804,
Ibid., 360; Madison to Claiborne, 12 March 1804, Ibid., 93-94; Clai
borne to Madison, 13 April 1804, Ibid., 95-96; Claiborne to Bore, n.
d., Ibid., 113-114.
g
Claiborne to Madison, 8 May 1804, Ibid., 134; Joe Gray Taylor, Negro
Slavery in Louisiana (Baton Rouge, 1963), 211-212.
9

Claiborne to Freeman, 17 July 1804, Rowland, W.C.C., 2:254-255 (361
363); Claiborne to Johnson, 18 July 1804, Ibid., 256-258 (363-365);
Claiborne to Nichol, 25 July 1804, Ibid., 262-263 (365-366); Claiborne
to James Pitot, 25 July 1804, Ibid., 263-264 (366-367). Several cita
tions in this volume are repeated. In each case both citations are
given.
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Louisiana, many of the "brigands" from Santo Domingo, "who (from Late
habits) are accustomed to blood and devastation, and whose counsel and

communication with our present Black population may be pregnant with

much future mischief,"^ nonetheless reached Louisiana.

Attempting to

diminish the immediate seriousness of the situation, Claiborne advised
Madison that:

At present I am well assured, there is nothing
to fear either from the Mulatto or Negro popu
lation; — but at some future period, this
quarter of the Union must (I fear) experience
in some degree, the Misfortunes of Santo Domingo.

September brought rumors of a planned rising at New Orleans.

Claiborne strengthened the nightly patrols, armed local militia and

volunteer battalions, and put the regular troops on alert, but the
feared insurrection never materialized.

the crisis came to a head.

12

Meanwhile, in Natchitoches,

Early in August Turner sent word to

Claiborne that he had another statement regarding the Royal Decree
circulating at Nacogdoches.

district.
alert.

13

A wave of hysteria spread through the

Turner placed both the militia and the regular troops on

In New Orleans Claiborne met with the Marquis of Casa Calvo,

the former Spanish governor of Louisiana, and protested promulgation
of the decree which had been formulated in 1789 while Spain was at war

10Claiborne to Freeman, 17 July 1804, Ibid., 254-255 (361-363).

^Claiborne to Madison, 12 July 1804, Ibid., 244-246.
12

Claiborne to Madison, 20 September 1804, IBid., 337-338; General
Orders, 22 September 1804, Ibid., 339-340.
13

Parker, Calendar of Papers, #7035.
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with France and Louisiana was a French colony.

The Marquis gave his

-assurance that the cedula was not in effect against the United States.
Despite the Marquis's assurances, however, at dusk on 14 October

an escape plot by slaves was discovered, and the alarm was raised.

While a patrol hastily formed, slaves on the plantations of Ambrose
Lerampt and Alexis Cloutier made their escape.

They broke into a home,

stole guns, powder and horses, and recruited a number of willing

participants from among the local slaves.

Nine of the escapees made

their way across the Sabine and eventually to Nacogdoches where they

were promised land and religious instruction in addition to their
freedom.

One slave, who was not so fortunate, was discovered while

preparing to escape.
surrendered.

The patrol shot at him, and the following day he

Others were captured when they returned to find out why

friends and family had not rendezvoused with them.

In all, some

thirty slaves were implicated along with two or three whites, at least

one of whom was a Spaniard.
So outraged were the inhabitants of the Natchitoches district

that they requested Turner’s permission "to go lay waste Nacog
doches."^

Claiborne forbad acts of aggression aimed at the Spaniards

across the Sabine but did reinforce the troops at the Natchitoches
__

Aptheker, Slave Revolts, 90n; Cox, "Louisiana-Texas," 37-38, 40.

^Ibid., 39; Claiborne to Turner, 16 October 1804, Rowland, W.C.C.,
2:385-388; Aptheker, Slave Revolts, 90.
16

Turner to Claiborne, 17 October 1804, Rowland, W.C.C., 2:385-386;
Cox, "Louisiana-Texas," 39.
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garrison and increase the patrols.

He then sent a strongly worded

protest to Casa Calvo, and lengthy negotiations ensued.

Toward the

end of November the Spaniards revoked the decree which had started

the affair, and returned the slaves after their brief taste of free
dom.

Having heard of the decree and the escape of the slaves from
Natchitoches, blacks in Pointe Coupee Parish became aroused.

In this

isolated area where blacks outnumbered whites more than two to one,

and with the specter of bloody revolt still fresh, the planters were
especially fearful of another attempted rising.

Together they peti

tioned Claiborne to send additional troops to the district.

In

response, the governor sent a detachment to Pointe Coupee Parish and

a circular to all of the district commanders ordering strong nightly

patrols.

By mid-December both Natchitoches and Pointe Coupee were

quiet but vigilant.

18

And although reports of slave conspiracies

surfaced from time to time, and runaways plagued their masters on

occasion, Louisiana was spared a bloody revolt for the present.
Fortunately, few errors crept into the histories of the runaway

Claiborne to Col. Butler, 1 November 1804, Rowland, W.C.C., 2:384;
Claiborne to Turner, 4 November 1804, Ibid., 389-390; Claiborne to
Casa Calvo, 9 November 1804, Ibid., 3:8-9; Claiborne to Madison, 10
November 1804, Ibid., 7-8; Cox, "Louisiana-Texas," 39-40; Parker,
Calendar of Papers, #7102, 7107.
18

Ibid., 7100, 7101; Carter, Madison to Claiborne, 12 January 1807,
Territorial Papers, 702; Cox, "Louisiana-Texas," 42; Aptheker, Slave
Revolts, 91; Claiborne to Madison, 8 November 1804, Rowland, W.C.C.,
2:394; Claiborne to Butler, 8 November 1804, Ibid., 3:5; Claiborne to
Casa Calvo, 8 November 1804, Ibid., 5-6; Claiborne to Turner, 8 Novem
ber 1804, Ibid., 6-7; Claiborne to Madison, 17 November 1804, Ibid.,
9-10; Claiborne to Madison, 15 December 1804, Ibid., 26-28; Claiborne
to Madison, 31 December 1804, Ibid., 30.
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slaves from Natchitoches, possibly because so few substantive works

dealt with them.

The few mistakes, however minor, bear noting, es

pecially since in at least one instance the error appeared in Rowland,

The Official Letterbooks of W. C. C. Claiborne.

19

In a report from

Captain Turner to Claiborne, Turner stated that the desertion occurred

"on the 16th at Dusk," but this seems to be a mistake, because on 15
October Turner wrote to Captain Quakin de Agarts (Ugarte?), the mili

tary and civil commander of the Province of Texas, requesting the
restoration of the escaped slaves.

Writing in 1913, Issac Cox, "The

Louisiana-Texas Frontier II," dated the escape as 14 October, which

appears to be correct.

20

Since Rowland did not publish his compila

tion of Claiborne's correspondence until four years after Cox’s article
appeared, it seems probable that the incorrect date was a typographi

cal error.

Issac Cox’s studies on the Louisiana-Texas border persist
best authoritative work on the subject.

as the

In his 1913 article on the

Louisiana-Texas frontier, Cox offers the best account of this dispute

yet written.

Because Cox’s research primarily focused on Spanish

archival transcripts and official documents of the United States, it
was not marred by the reliance on suspect secondary sources, and the

few insignificant discrepancies which appeared in Cox gain importance
only because they were picked up by Aptheker.
"19

First, each asserted

Turner to Claiborne, 16 October 1804, Ibid., 2:385-388; Turner to
Agarte, 15 October 1804, Ibid., 38, 50; Cox, "Louisiana-Texas," 39.

20
Cox, "Louisiana-Texas," 39.
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that one of the escapees received a gunshot wound, but in his 16
October letter to Claiborne, Turner wrote that the slave was shot at
but "thought not wounded . . . and the next day gave himself up."

21

Second, Cox and Aptheker differ from the primary sources regarding the
whites involved.

They stated that two white men were implicated, one
But Turner’s letter of 17

of whom was a Spaniard named Martinez.

October said that of the two white men apprehended one was a Spaniard,

and that "their accesser (sic) is a white man, a Spaniard • . .Monte-

rey."

22

A third and final problem rests with Aptheker’s statement

that "a final piece of evidence of unrest appears in a letter written

to the Mayor of New Orleans on November 1, 1804,"

23

but further in

vestigation shows that Claiborne was concerned with the Natchitoches

affair as late as April, 1805.

24

These inconsistencies certainly do not present the same caliber
of confusion that was found in the two previous chapters, nor should
they overshadow the fact that this incident involved not an uprising
conspiracy but a mere escape attempt.

Historians need to be sensitive

to the differences among escapes, insurrections, and conspiracies.
Errors in conceptualization or interpretation haunt the literature of
slave revolts as much as errors of fact.

This incident, because it

included both a slave escape at Natchitoches and a slave scare at
Pointe Coupee, provides a good example of how the two can become con-

21

Ibid., 39; Aptheker, Slave Revolts, 90; Turner to Claiborne, 16
October 1804, Rowland, W.C.C., 2:385-388.
22
23

24

Ibid., Cox, "Louisiana-Texas," 39; Aptheker, Slave Revolts, 90.
Ibid., 90-91.

James Dormon, "The Persistent Spectre: Slave Rebellion in Terri
torial Louisiana," Louisiana History 18 (Fall 1977): 389-404.
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fused in the literature.

Any critical analysis of this period should certainly include
background on the general spirit of dissatisfaction and insurrection
in Louisiana.

Three predominant causes of insurrectionary panic in the

territory at this time included:

(1) the fear of whites of the con

tinued importation of slaves who participated in the Santo Domingo

uprising; (2) the growing concern that outlandish Africans proved
less tractable and more prone to incendiary action than native born
slaves which led to the ban on the importation of African slaves on

1 October 1804; (3) the continuing intrigues by civil and military
officials of the Spanish government, Spanish partisans, and recent

emigrants from France who were displeased with the retrocession of
Louisiana to France and its subsequent sale to the United States.

In most treatments of slave unrest, scholars have had difficulty
differentiating between slave scares, conspiracies, insurrections,

and escapes.

Slave scares, or whites’ omnipresent fear of slave

violence, never abated.

In most instances these scares resulted from

rumors, which may have developed only in the minds of whites, or may
have been instigated by overheard snatches of conversation between

blacks.

The rumors, spread through conversations and letters, kept

the white population alert to the possibility of anarchy, even though
slaves rarely rose against their masters.
Runaways presented a special problem for slave society.

Although

the incidence of runaways was fairly high, in most cases runaway
slaves acted on their own, often to protest harsh treatment at the

hands of masters or overseers.

Far less frequently did slaves escape

en masse as they did at Natchitoches.

It is important to keep in mind

46

that runaway slaves were generally punished by their masters and
only rarely by the state.

They were not tried and executed, because

white lives were not at stake.

Nor did their brief attempt at freedom

induce the same level of fear in the white population as did uprising
conspiracies.

James Dormon,

torial Louisiana,"
complex subject.

"The Persistent

25

Spectre:

Slave Rebellion in Terri-

clears up some of the confusion surrounding this

However, he refers to the Natchitoches incident as

*
26
an "insurrection conspiracy"
when, in fact, it was nothing more than

an escape plot.

The blacks involved apparently had no intention of

overthrowing their white masters or of murder and mayhem.

They in

jured no whites and took only what they needed to make good their
escape to Texas.

authority:

There was no revolt against civil or military

by definition there was no insurrection.

While Dormon is

correct in recognizing that "rumors of insurrection seem to come in

spurts" and that 1804-1805 was one such period,

27

he does not consider

the reason behind it.

Dissenters fomented unrest among the slaves, Indian west
of the Mississippi, and citizens of the region whose allegiance lay
not with the United States.

The white citizens of New Orleans went

so far as to memorialize Congress with their complaints, and the free

blacks of the city attempted to do the same.

25

The Kemper Rebellion in

James Dormon, "The Persistent Spectre: Slave Rebellion in Terri
torial Louisiana," Louisiana History 18 (Fall 1977): 389-404.

26Ibid., 392.
27

Dormon, "Persistent Spectre," 392.
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the Florida parishes did nothing to ameliorate the insurrectionary
spirit,

28

border.

nor did the continuing dispute over the Louisiana-Texas

And, as was true throughout the slave states, the memory of

Toussaint L’Overture and Santo Domingo terrified the white population.
Closer to home, the aborted 1795 conspiracy in Pointe Coupee parish
was foremost in the minds of many.

All of the above went a long way

to foster discontent among the population both white and black.
Conspiracies, whereby whites discovered plots, arrested alleged

perpetrators, and tried and executed them, were more serious manifes
tations of scares.

When whites could prove, to their own satisfaction

at least, that their lives and property were at risk, they acted

swiftly and decisively against those involved.

The difference between

slave scares and conspiracies is at best only semantical:

in one, the

whites’ fears were aroused with no serious consequences; in the other,
arrests, confessions, and executions appeased white fears, at least

temporarily.

In neither instance can historians be certain that an

uprising necessarily would have resulted, and, in any case, none

occurred.

28

Claiborne to Madison, 10 March 1804, Rowland, W.C.C., 2:25-26; 191n;
Claiborne to Madison, 1 July 1804, Ibid., 233-234; Claiborne to Madi
son, 3 July 1804, Ibid., 234-236; Claiborne to Madison, 7 July 1804,
Ibid., 239-240; Claiborne to Madison, 12 July 1804, Ibid., 244-246;
James Pitot and Edward Livingston to Claiborne, 1 June 1804, Carter,
Territorial Papers, 9:241-242; Claiborne to Jefferson, 1 July 1804,
Ibid., 246-248; John W. Gurley to Postmaster General, 14 July 1804,
Ibid., 262-265. Parker, Calendar of Papers, #6906, 6918. For a com
prehensive discussion of the attempt made by the free blacks of New
Orleans to petition Congress, see Roland McConnell, Negro Troops in
Ante-bellum Louisiana (Baton Rouge, La., 1968). Issac Cox remains
useful regarding the Kemper Rebellion and West Florida’s relationship
with Louisiana.
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It seems improbable that on any given night, in any given slave
quarters, anywhere in the slave regime that there was not talk of

freedom.

And it seems equally likely that such talk inevitably led

to explicit discussions of how freedom might be obtained.
slaves were willing to go remains speculative.

How far

Certainly those blacks

who had family on the same plantation might not be willing to
jeopardize an already tenuous situation.

The probability that they

would be killed, and that their families would be sold away from each

other acted as a powerful deterrent to violence.
This remains one of the neglected chapters in early Louisiana

history.

Although evidence exists in various sources, including

Dunbar Rowland’s Official Letterbooks of W. C. C. Claiborne, Clarence
Carter's The Territorial Papers of the United States, and D. W.
Parker’s Calendar of Papers in Washington Archives Relating to the
Territories of the United States, little has been written about the

event itself.

Because events such as these led to greater fear among

the white population, and because blacks frequently chafed against
bondage after any mass attempt at freedom, runaways played an important

role in insurrectionary fears and slave unrest.

Using Cox and Dormon

as starting points, further work in this area is indicated.

CHAPTER IV
REVOLT!

As the end of the territorial period approached, Louisiana’s future
brightened.

The 1810 census showed a surprising growth in population,

and the colony prospered.'* ’

Only the ongoing conflict between France

and England and the continuing border dispute with Spain dampened
Louisiana’s prospects.

As long as warfare threatened Gulf shipping,

the tonnage at the Port of New Orleans decreased, but internal shipping
along the Mississippi via flatboats from the Ohio kept the port busy.
Louisianians, no longer content with their territorial status, bom
barded Washington with letters and petitions requesting statehood.

Remembering Thomas Jefferson’s promise that the Territory of Orleans
would one day enter the Union with all of the rights and privileges
granted other states, Louisiana’s citizens chafed under non-elective
rule.

But Congress seemed unsure of the judiciousness of statehood for
this "foreign" territory.

Their first concern was constitutional.

The Territory of Orleans lay outside of the territorial boundaries of

the United States when the constitution was drafted.

Debate centered

on the issue of what came to be known as "manifest destiny."

Should,

indeed could, Congress admit new states which had not been part of the

original territorial boundaries?

Admitting the Territory of Orleans

as the State of Louisiana would change the future of the Union, and

1Clarence E. Carter, The Territorial Papers of the United States, 26
vols. (Washington, 1934-1962), vol. 9, The Territory of Orleans, 1803
1812, 1-2, 82, 702.
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strong sentiment prevailed on both sides of the issue.
Another concern centered on the foreign nature of Louisiana's
colonial past.

Both a former French and Spanish colony, the quasi

official language was French, as was the predominate vernacular, al

though in some locales only Spanish was spoken.

Laws and customs,

too, harkened back to the French and Spanish colonial governments.

Instead of the Anglo-Saxon common law, legal and judicial proceedings
in the Territory of Orleans were based on codified law.

Thus, by law

and custom, the rights of women, minors, slaves, and free blacks
differed from those of other states.

But there was also strong sentiment in Washington for westward

expansion, and to those of that persuasion, Louisiana’s statehood was
merely the next step along the road.

All in all, prospects for state

hood appeared favorable until two vexing problems loomed.

During the

summer and fall of 1810, Spanish West Florida, situated between New
Orleans and Natchez in the Territory of Louisiana, rebelled and es

tablished the free State of West Florida.

Because many of the settlers

in the area, known locally as the Felicianas, were either English or

held strong American sympathies they, too, petitioned Congress hoping
to be annexed by the Territory of Orleans.

President James Madison

ordered Governor Claiborne to take possession of West Florida, and on
10 December 1810 he formally took control at Baton Rouge.

Spain did not declare war, all was well.

As long as

But with the new year came

another, more terrifying, event.
On 9 January 1811 wagonloads of frightened whites streamed into
New Orleans bearing horrifying tales of bloodshed and arson up the

German Coast in St. Charles Parish.

On the previous evening,
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apparently by prearrangement, slaves on the plantation of Colonel Manuel

Andry (also written as Andre) had risen, killed his son, and wounded

him.

They then marched on New Orleans gaining strength along the way.

Around ten on the morning of the ninth, Governor Claiborne received
word of the uprising and acted immediately.

Securing the city first,

he ordered a guard posted at the Bayou Bridge, pressed the municipal
and suburban militia into service, closed the city’s cabarets, and

imposed a six o’clock curfew for blacks.

Under the command of United

States Army General Wade Hampton, he dispatched a detachment of

federal troops and two companies of volunteer militia to St. Charles

Parish where the insurrection began.

2

Of all times for an insurrection to break out, none could be less
opportune.

Louisiana's statehood might very well rest on the contain

ment of the insurrection.

tion cautiously.

Doubtless, Congress would watch the situa

Consequently, Claiborne felt compelled to keep

Washington apprised of the situation.

Within hours of first hearing

of the uprising, Claiborne wrote Secretary of State Robert Smith
informing him of the events and assuring him that "every measure has

2

James H. Dormon, "The Persistent Spectre: Slave Rebellion in Terri
torial Louisiana," Louisiana History 18 (Fall, 1977): 394-395; Clai
borne to Andry, 13 January 1811, in Dunbar Rowland, ed., The Official
Letterbooks of W. C. C. Claiborne, 1801-1816, 6 vols. (Jackson, Ms.,
1917), 5:97; Claiborne to Hampton, 9 January 1811, Ibid., 93; Clai
borne to St. Amand, 9 January 1811, Ibid., 93-94; Claiborne to Bullingney, 9 January 1811, Ibid., 95; Claiborne to Smith, 9 January 1811,
Ibid., 95-96; General Orders, 9 January 1811, in W. P. A. Historical
Military Data, Louisiana Militia, 1811-1814, 5-6; Andry to Claiborne,
11 January 1811, in Carter, Territorial Papers, 9:915-196.
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been taken for the public safety."

3

It behooved Claiborne to quell

the rising as quickly and quietly as possible, not only for the safety
of the white citizens but also to insure that Congress remained

amenable to Louisiana’s statehood.

The slaves, meanwhile, continued their march downriver.

En route

they burned three plantations, pillaged several others, and killed at

least one more white.

By late afternoon on the ninth they were at

the Jacques Fortier plantation where they camped for the night.
their attempt

at freedom failed.

Here

For after Colonel Andry had sent

word to Claiborne, he began amassing volunteer militia, arms, and
ammunition.

With a force some eighty strong, Andry attacked the rebels

on the morning of the tenth.

Out-manned, out-armed, and out-

maneuvered, the slaves hastily retreated into the nearby swamps and
woods.

4

While Andry routed the slaves, additional help approached.

Major Milton, on his way to Baton Rouge with about 150 United States
Army troops, turned and marched south, while General

converged from New Orleans.

Hampton's forces

But by the time they met at the planta

tion of John M. Destrehan, a prominent planter and politician, on the
morning of the 11th, the insurrection had ended, and Andry's forces
had massacred some 66 slaves.

most of the purported leaders.

They captured another 16, including

At least 17 others were reported

~3

Claiborne to Smith, 7 January 1811 (this is the date given in Row
land. The correct date should be 9 January 1811), Rowland, W.C.C.
5:94, Ibid., 95-96.

4

Claiborne to Steele, 20 January 1811, Ibid., 113; Dormon, "Persis
tent Spectre," 395-396, 398-399, 399n; Andry to Claiborne, 11 January
1811, Carter, Territorial Papers, 9:915-196; Announcement by Claiborne,
10 January 1811, in W.P.A., Louisiana Militia, 7.
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missing and many were presumed dead.
Although the insurrection appeared contained, white vigilance

continued.

Writing from his temporary headquarters at Destrehan

Plantation, Hampton informed Claiborne that Major Milton’s forces
would remain in the neighborhood, while the detachment from New Orleans
returned home.

He ordered a company of light artillery and one of

dragoons to descend from Baton Rouge and visit every settlement in the

district to ensure all was quiet.

In St. Charles Parish continuing

the patrols was left to the parish court, and for good measure public
muskets and powder were to be distributed among the free white males.
Because Louisiana lacked a well-organized militia, Claiborne main

tained nightly volunteer patrols.

It must be noted that the first

company of volunteer militia he discharged were the free men of color
commanded by Major Dubourg.

Although in letters to Dubourg and

Secretary of State Smith he highly praised their "zeal for the public

safety,"? he apparently thought it risky to keep them armed at this

Claiborne to Smith, 11 January 1811, Rowland,
ment by Claiborne, 10 January 1811, in W.P.A.,
The Louisiana Gazette, 11 January 1811, Ibid.,
Ibid., 13; 21 January 1811, Ibid., 15; Dormon,
396-397.

W.C.C., 5:96; Announce
Louisiana Militia, 7;
13; 12 January 1811,
"Persistent Spectre,"

^Extract of a letter from Hampton to Claiborne, 12 January 1811, re
printed in The Louisiana Gazette, 14 January 1811, in W.P.A., Louisiana
Militia, 14; Dormon, "Persistent Spectre," 397; Claiborne to Smith, 12
January 1811, Rowland, W.C.C., 5:97; Claiborne to St. Amand and Andre,
14 January 1811, Ibid., 99; Claiborne to St. Amand, 20 January 1811,
Ibid., 109-110.

?Claiborne to Dubourg, 14 January 1811, Rowland, W.C.C., 5:99; Clai
borne to Smith, 14 January 1811, Ibid., 100.
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Only later were the white militia released from duty.

time.

At Destrehan Plantation in St. Charles Parish, a speedy trial
ensued.

For two days depositions were taken, then, with Judge Pierre

Bauchet St. Martin presiding over a jury of local citizens, twenty-one

blacks were found guilty, executed by a firing squad, and had their

heads posted along the river.
granted executive clemency.

Three more were found innocent or

The fate of six others remains unknown.

In April Claiborne signed an act providing owners $300 for each slave
killed or executed on account of the insurrection and one-third of the

appraised value for each of the plantations destroyed by arson.

9

This uprising has been largely overlooked in the history of slave
revolts.

Where extensive studies of Nat Turner and Denmark Vesey

exist, Charles Deslonde remains obscure.

One possibility why he, and

the 1811 uprising, have been neglected may be that Louisiana stands
apart from the rest of the southern states in almost every facet of

colonial development.

Just as the language, laws, and customs

differed from the English colonies, so too did slavery.

In many ways

the institution resembled the huge slave holdings in the Caribbean,
since both were predominately sugar cultures requiring vast numbers of

laborers.

Whereas elsewhere in the South most slave holdings were

small, in the fecund Mississippi bottomlands where sugar cane was the
——
Claiborne to Villerae, 16 January 1811, Ibid., 101; Claiborne to
Ballinger, 20 January 1811, Ibid., 108-109.
9

Claiborne to Detrehan sic, 16 January 1811, Ibid., 100-101; Clai
borne to St. Martin, 19 January 1811, Ibid., 104; Claiborne to Detre
han sic, 19 January 1811, Ibid., 107-108; Claiborne to Moreau Lislet,
20 January 1811, Ibid., 112; Claiborne to Steele, 20 January 1811;
Ibid., 113; Claiborne to Genoie, 24 January 1811, Ibid., 117;
Dormon, "Persistent Spectre," 397-398; W. C. C. Claiborne Document,
25 April 1811, Archives, Louisiana State Libraries, Baton Rouge.
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main crop, slaves on any given plantation often numbered in the hun
dreds .
From all contemporary accounts, the insurrection was confined to

St. Charles Parish, which, along with St. John the Baptist Parish,
comprised the German Coast.

Martin, whose account once again included

erroneous information, stated that the revolt began in St. John the
Baptist Parish on the left bank of the river, referring to the west

bank of the Mississippi.

The 1811 uprising, however, apparently con

fined itself to the right or east bank.

Martin also reported that the

slaves were "divided into companies, each under an officer, with beat

But Claiborne made no mention of such

of drums and flags displayed."10

organization, nor did James Dormon who examined the trial transcripts

for his 1977 article, "The Persistent Spectre:
Territorial Louisiana."H

Slave Rebellion in

Additionally, Martin incorrectly set the

number of houses burned at four or five, and the number of slaves in

volved at "about five hundred."

Although the exact number of insurrec-

tionaries is unknown, contemporary figures appear generous in estimating

numbers ranging from 180 to 500.

12

Again, Martin leads one to believe

that General Hampton and Major Milton surrounded the insurgents and

attacked, when, in fact, the rebels were routed by Colonel Andry’s
forces before the federal troops arrived.

Martin correctly cites the

l^Francois-Xavier Martin, The History of Louisiana from the Earliest
Period^(New Orleans, 1827), 3d ed. (Gretna, La., 1963), 349.

■'’■''Dormon, "Persistent Spectre," 389-404.
12

Martin, History of Louisiana, 349; Claiborne announcement, 10 Janu
ary 1811, in The Louisiana Gazette, reprinted in W.P.A., Louisiana
Militia, 7.
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number of slaves killed or captured but says that the trial was held
in New Orleans instead of, as dictated by law, in the parish where the

crime was committed.
Anecdotal in style and racist in his comments, Charles Gayarre
added a chapter to Louisiana’s colorful folklore in his History of

Louisiana.

14

He cited and followed Martin on the pertinent, if

generally incorrect, details but went much farther, describing the

bravery and courage of one white man who with several "fowling pieces"
held at bay some five hundred revolutionaries who "vented their disap
pointed wrath in fearful shrieks and demoniacal gesticulation."

This

white man, one Trepagnier, reportedly stood on a "high circular

gallery which belted his house"and awaited the showdown.

Unfortu

nately, the records show that the Trepagnier house had a flat facade
with a traditional veranda,^ and that Jean Francois Trepagnier was
killed during the insurrection, probably by one of his own house

servants.

17

A far more serious problem with Gayarre is his abject racism.
Although admittedly reflecting attitudes widely-held in the nineteenth

13

Martin, History of Louisiana, 349.

14

Charles Gayarre, History of Louisiana, 4 vols., with a biography of
the author by Grace King and a bibliography by William Beer, 4th ed.
(New Orleans, 1904), 4:266-268.
15Ibid., 267.
^Clarence J. Laughlin, Ghosts Along the Mississippi (New York, 1945),

Plate 11.

^Dormon, "Persistent Spectre," 398-399, 399n.
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century, his comment that the master class was the "superior race to

whose care Providence had entrusted [the] protection and gradual
civilization"

18

As has been seen,

of blacks cannot be condoned.

Gayarre’s racial bias frequently entered his historical reporting and
distorted the facts.

Although this was not atypical of the early

narratives, historians, regardless of their personal biases, must

strive for accuracy and honesty and subjugate their prejudices.

Alcee Fortier, History of Louisiana, A. Phelps, A Record of Expansion, and Monroe Work, The Negro Yearbook,

19

rely entirely on

Martin and are among the last historians to do so.

Because of this,

their versions of the uprising are as flawed as his and must be
treated with skepticism.

In 1917 Dunbar Rowland published a 6-volume

series titled The Official Letterbooks of W. C. C. Claiborne, 1801
1816.

20

These documents, while highly subjective, provide an in

valuable tool for the researcher, and it is unfortunate that his

torians writing about the 1811 insurrection neglected them for decades.
It is doubtful that U. B. Phillips had access to them since his

American Negro Slavery

21

appeared in the following year.

He did cite

a manuscript by E. P. Puckett, The Free Negro in Louisiana, but not
lg

"
Gayarre, History of Louisiana, 2:267.

z
Alcee Fortier, A History of Louisiana, 4 vols. (New York, 1904), 3:
78-79; A. Phelps, Louisiana, A Record of Expansion, American Common
wealth Series (New York, 1905), 249-250; Monroe Work, The Negro Year
book, 1931-1932 (Tuskeegee, Al., 1931), 317.
19

20
21

Rowland, ed., W.C.C.

U. B. Phillips, American Negro Slavery (New York, 1918), 474.
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its whereabouts.

Phillips only briefly mentioned the 1811 outbreak,

placed it in St. Charles and St. James Parishes and traced its roots

to Santo Domingan slaves.

22

The first historian to cite published primary sources was Harvey
Wish in his 1937 study, "American Slave Insurrections Before 1861."

23

But although he cited Rowland and Helen Catterall, Judicial Cases

Concerning American Slavery and the Negro,

came straight from Martin.

24

his descriptive account

He would have done better had he consulted

Rowland and Catterall as well as cite them.

Had he done so, he would

have been the first American historian to contribute a more accurate

picture of the St. Charles Parish uprising.
Writing in the Louisiana Historical Quarterly in 1939, John

Kendall presented a narrative in the style of the "romantic" historians.

In "Shadow Over the City,"

25

he attributed the uprising to

"savages newly imported into the parish . . . men who had participated

in the uprising in Hayti (sic)."The instigators, he added, were

slaves "who got into Louisiana by way of Barataria" and Jean Lafitte's
agents.

He also insisted that "only by the narrowest of margins had

22

The German Coast included St. Charles Parish and St. John the Bap
tist Parish. St. James Parish and Ascension Parish comprised Acadia.
See Carter, Territorial Papers, 82; Phillips, Negro Slavery, 474.
23

Harvey Wish, "American Slave Insurrections Before 1861," Journal of
Negro History 22 (July 1937): 299-320.
24

Helen T. Catterall, Judicial Cases Concerning American Slavery and
the Negro, 5 vols. (Washington, 1932).

25

John Kendall, "Shadow Over the City," Louisiana Historical Quarterly
22 (January 1939):
142-165.
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the state escaped a repetition of the brutal and sanguinary scenes
which had marked the servile revolt in Hayti (sic),

26

but Claiborne

insisted, and the record supports him, that the insurrection was not

widespread but was rapidly quelled with little loss of white blood,
and that New Orleans was never actually threatened.

27

Slaves of Santo

Domingan origin were most likely involved, but their participation in
Toussaint L’Overture’s revolution is unproven.

Additional problems

in Kendall’s narrative are his reliance on Martin for details and his
inclusion of Gayarre’s tale about Trepagnier.
J. C. Carroll, in his study Slave Insurrections in the United
States, 1800-1860,

28

quoted a long passage from Gayarre.

He, too, set

the uprising in St. John the Baptist Parish and the number of slaves
involved at five hundred.

In addition he cited Work, whose passage

in The Negro Yearbook came from Martin.

Revolts,

29

In American Negro Slave

Herbert Aptheker discussed the insurrection more fully, if

no more successfully.

His research in at least some of the primary

sources, predominately the New York Evening Post, the Connecticut
Courant, the Richmond, Virginia, Enquirer, and Claiborne’s Letter
books , and in some of the more credible secondary works, including

26Ibid., 143, 144, 146.
27

Claiborne to Ballinger, 20 January 1811, Rowland, W.C.C., 5:108-109;
Claiborne to Steele, 20 January 1811, Ibid., 112-113.
28

J. C. Carroll, Slave Insurrections in the United States, 1800-1860
(Boston, 1939).

29

Herbert Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts (New York, 1943),
98, 249-251.
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Issac Cox, The West Florida Controversy, and Alton Moody, Slavery on

Louisiana Sugar Plantations, is commendable, but he also relied on
Kendall

30

who, as was noted, is not entirely reliable.

While Aptheker does greater justice to this than to any other

incident of slave unrest in Louisiana, he nonetheless presented an
error ridden account.

He correctly identified Charles Deslondes as

one of the leaders of the insurrection, calling him a "free mulatto
from Santo Domingo."

31

But according to Dormon, Charles was not a

"free" mulatto but a "mulatto slave, probably of Santo Domingan

origins,"

32

and was the property of the Widow Deslondes.

Aptheker

also numbered the insurgents at about four or five hundred and incor
rectly gave the location as St. Charles and St. John the Baptist

Parishes.

33

While many of Aptheker's errors apparently came from Kendall,
others originated either from Martin or Gayarre, neither of whom he
credited.

For instance, Aptheker stated that the insurrectionaries

Letter from New Orleans, 10 January 1811, in New York Evening Post,
20 February 1811; Ibid., 14, 15, 19, 20, 26, 27, February 1811; Andry
to Claiborne, 11 January 1811, in Louisiana Courier, 14 January 1811,
quoted in Hartford, Connecticut Courant, 20 February 1811; 19, 22
February, 22 March 1811, Richmond, Va., Enquirer, Rowland, W.C.C,,
5:129;
Issac Cox, The West Florida Controversy, 575; V. Alton
Moody, "Slavery on Louisiana Sugar Plantations," Louisiana Historical
Quarterly 7: 233n; Kendall, "Shadow Over the City," 143.

31
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Aptheker, Slave Revolts, 98, 249.
Dormon, "Persistent Spectre," 394.

Aptheker, Slave Revolts, 249.
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"took possession of . . . drums, and some sort of flags."

3A

The only

mention of companies organized under flags appeared in Martin and was

picked up by Gayarre.

Again, Aptheker correctly noted that "at least

one other white man" was killed and that a few plantations were
However, he demoted Colonel Andry to a major and stated

destroyed.

that Hampton and Milton’s forces "attacked the rebellious slaves and
decimated them on 10 January,"

35

although Andry’s small militia

apparently had the situation under control before Hampton and Milton

arrived.

Hampton and Milton's forces, in fact, did not arrive at the

site of the final battle until 11 January.

According to

36

Aptheker, Hampton commanded four hundred militia

men, but, in his letters, Claiborne noted only that Hampton led

"several hundred" men to St. Charles Parish.

Writing to Secretary of

State Robert Smith he was more specific, stating that Hampton led "a

detachment of United States Troops and two Companies of volunteer
militia."

37

Aptheker further alleged that "Major Milton left Baton

Rouge . . . with two hundred additional soldiers,"

34
35

38

although an

Ibid.
Aptheker, Slave Revolts, 250.

36

Extract of a letter from Hampton to Claiborne, 12 January 1811, in
The Louisiana Gazette, 14 January 1811, reprinted in W.P.A., Louisiana
Militia, 14.
37

Claiborne to St. Amand, 9 January 1811, Rowland, W.C.C., 5:93-94;
Claiborne to Bullingney, 9 January 1811, Ibid., 95; Claiborne to
Smith, 9 January 1811, Ibid., 95-96.

38

Aptheker, Slave Revolts, 250.
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article in The Louisiana Gazette allotted Milton, who was reportedly
south of Baton Rouge when the news of the uprising reached him, 150

39
regular troops.
Aptheker also reported that the trial was held in New Orleans
rather than in St. Charles Parish, and, in what proved a serious
understatement regarding his own work, summed up the event thus:

"Precisely what else occurred cannot be said."^

Fortunately, the

only historian to quote Aptheker was J. Carlyle Sitterson, Sugar
Country, The Cane Sugar Industry in the United States, 1753-1950.

41

Recent studies, however, have concentrated on the 1811 revolt,

notably Tommy Young, "The United States Army and the Institution of
Slavery in Louisiana, 1803-1815," and James Dormon, "The Persistent

Spectre:

Slave Rebellion in Territorial Louisiana."

42

Dormon and

Young fortunately relied little on earlier, highly speculative,
narratives, and their research in the primary sources brought the
historiography of the event to a higher level.

While each has thor

oughly researched sources pertaining to the 1811 uprising, in both

chronicles the actual events remain sketchy.

In neither case is this

due to anything other than the focus of the article.

Young, as his

The Louisiana Gazette, 11 January 1811, reprinted in W.P.A.,
Louisiana Militia, 9.
40

Aptheker, Slave Revolts, 50.

41

J. Carlyle Sitterson, Sugar Country, The Cane Sugar Industry in the
United States, 1753-1950 (Lexington, Ky., 1953).

42

Tommy Young, "The United States Army and the Institution of Slavery
in Louisiana, 1803-1815," Louisiana Studies 13 (Fall 1974): 201-213;
Dormon, "Persistent Spectre," 389-404.
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title suggests, concerns himself with the army's role in suppressing

the insurrection, while Dormon deals more with white attitudes and
the fear of slave unrest.

His analysis of what he so aptly termed

the "persistent spectre" of slave rebellion, raises many possibilities

and provides an examination of whites' fears of and response to slave
conspiracies.

Although Young, writing in 1974, consulted some of the earlier,

inaccurate accounts of the 1811 uprising, including Aptheker, Wish,
Fortier, and Martin, he relied primarily on Rowland, The Official

Letterbooks of W. C. C. Claiborne and Clarence Carter, Territorial

Papers

43

for information.

Young based his thesis, that the South was

rapidly able to mobilize its military forces when the need arose, on

the speed with which the militia and army regulars acted in 1811.

He

traced the uprising through the military actions as found in both

Claiborne's and Hampton's official correspondence.

Despite the fact

that he added little to our knowledge of the actual circumstances, his

article in valuable because of his assessment of the military's
response.
Dormon's narrative, which provided the summary of the revolt pre
sented earlier in this chapter, furnished the most complete recapitu

lation of the circumstances surrounding the uprising.

A thorough

study, using his bibliography as a starting point, is still needed

however.

It remains only for someone to pick up the threads of re

search untangled by Dormon and, as best as possible, further elucidate

this, the largest slave insurrection in the United States.

Rowland, W.C.C.; Carter, Territorial Papers.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

Louisiana, despite acrimonious debate in Washington, was admitted

to the Union, and, as long as one race held another in bondage, slave
unrest continued to plague the state.

The 1811 uprising was the only

concerted effort by blacks in Louisiana to gain the freedom due them,
but with the growth of abolition sentiment in the South as well as in

the North, their chances for liberty increased.

The growing possi

bility of emancipation induced in southern whites even greater fears
of violence than had existed in the years after the Santo Domingan

revolt and offered blacks their first real hope that the slave regime

would end.

And until the Emancipation Proclamation freed them in the

slave states, blacks continued to sabotage the system where they could.
Because their disaffection frequently took the form of planning
for freedom, including discussions of overthrowing the master class,

and perhaps even laying plans to do so, conspiracies emerged as a

common form of resistance.

But with the odds overwhelmingly against

them, it seems likely that few slaves ever actually anticipated a
successful revolt.

Because the white master class, while greatly out

numbered in Louisiana, regulated the arms and ammunition, against

which cane knives and other farm implements were virtually useless;
and because the whites could draw on army troops and local volunteer
militia to extract speedy retribution against the insurgents no matter

how vast their numbers; and because whites wrote the slave code and
controlled the courts, blacks must have known that their chance for

freedom did not lie with anarchy and rebellion.
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It was, more than anything else, the master class's fear that
their chattels would rise and slay them that led whites to discover

In both Samba's

incipient uprisings where, most likely, none existed.

plot and the Pointe Coupee conspiracy, the potential uprisings may
have been figments of whites' imaginations or may have been only the
overheard talk of frustrated blacks hoping for freedom, laying plans
that would never see action.

And in the case of the runaway slaves

from Natchitoches, no plot existed.

Enticed by promises of freedom

and land, blacks escaped to Spanish territory, aided by Spaniards,
with no intention of rebellion.

In 1811, however, with the St.

Charles parish rising, whites' fears were realized.

In what appears

to have been a planned revolt, the slaves rose, killed whites, and
marched several leagues downriver before being overcome by the
militia.
Not surprisingly, these three forms of resistance, conspiracies,

escapes, and risings, led to a fourth form of terror, the slave scare.

Because slave scares were precipitated by unrest regardless of the
form, they became part of the pattern of existence within white

society.

But slave scares must not be confused with actual events,

in the same way that conspiracies must not be reported as actual re

volts in the slave literature.

Slave scares were not always based on

an actual threat to white society but on what whites imagined to be a
threat to their way of life.

Because both errors in fact and analysis cloud the historiography
of slave unrest, and because errors in fact, once they enter the

history of an event gain credence with repetition, historians must
guard against relying too heavily on secondary sources.

And because

66

errors in fact affect interpretation, much of the analytical writing

about slavery remains marred by inaccurate data.

In researching any

subject, one must constantly question the related materials.

Just as

the journalist asks the questions who?, what?, when?, where?, how?,
and why?, so, too, must the historian.

Rarely afforded the opportunity

to question the participants in an historical event, the historian
instead must question the sources.

And the questions apply equally

to both the primary and secondary sources.
It is unfortunate that the standard texts on Louisiana history

were written at a time when documenting sources was not practiced.

While the earliest secondary works offer no citations, later writers
often referred to them.

But it was not until recently that serious

historians delved into and cited published and unpublished primary

sources when interpreting events.

As greater quantities of letters,

diaries, manuscripts, and official documents are catalogued and made

available to the researcher, and as information retrieval becomes

easier in the age of computerization, a more accurate understanding
of our past should emerge.

Granted, the literature I examined covers only a portion of

Louisiana slave studies, but it does suggest the lack of good ac
counts especially in the early period.

Research into Louisiana’s

colonial past presents a special problem:

many of the unpublished

documents are in a foreign language and most of them are in French

and Spanish archives.

As noted, all of the primary accounts were

written by whites, creating a de facto bias.

One which, unfortunately,

cannot be remedied.
One major problem in interpreting any facet of slavery in
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Louisiana, especially in relation to other slaves states, stems from

her foreign origins.

Because by law and custom Louisiana’s slave

regime allowed greater leaway regarding many aspects of slave culture,

including provisions for keeping mothers and children together for a
number of years, providing religious education, and permitting emanci

pation under a variety of circumstances, slavery in Louisiana, at least
on the surface, appeared less harsh than elsewhere.

But sugar cane

was probably the most severe crop grown by slave labor, especially
at harvest, when slaves were forced to work around the clock to cut,
grind, and refine the cane.

The work was so brutal that blacks out

side Louisiana feared the phrase "sold down the river" more than al

most anything else.

So, although some features of slavery seemed less

strict in Louisiana, the sugar culture along the Mississippi made
slave life even more harsh than elsewhere in the South.

Since sugar plantations required huge numbers of slaves to turn
a profit, slavery in Louisiana was akin to the institution that de
veloped in the sugar growing Carribean islands, but the resemblence

ends here.

While plantations in Louisiana contained a fair propor

tion of women to men, slaveholdings in the Carribean islands were
predominately male.

Also, the ratio of whites to blacks in Louisiana

was greater than it was in the islands, a fact which certainly affec
ted the development of slavery in both areas.
Although it shared with the islands a French and Spanish colonial
development and sugar cane as the predominate crop, slavery in Louisi

ana, nonetheless, is unique.

And the study of slavery in Louisiana

should be included neither with that of the Carribean Islands nor with
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that of the American South but, perhaps, should be examined separately

from the two, as a distinctive institution which provides a bridge

between slavery as it evolved in those two diverse regions.
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